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This special number of
The Monotype Recorder coincides with

An Exhibition of Books, Periodicals and General Printing
composed by ‘Monophoio’ Filmsetters, in many countries,
to be held at Monotype House, London

from 17th May to 2nd Fune,1961

The front cover, symbolising the versatility of SEPARATE

MATRICES and the title page symbol were drawn by Colin

Heath. The type face is ‘Monophoto’ Plantin Series 110,

which has been used for the text pages of this number.

These were filmset and printed by Offset Lithography by
Brown Knight & Truscott Ltd. at their Dowgate Works in

Tonbridge, Kent. No metal type was used on any page or

inset of this issue.

The INTRODUCTION is set in 9 pt. with a 10 pt. line feed.

EXPLAINING FILM BY FILMS (p.3) is in 9 pt. with a Io pt.
line feed. The illustrations are from stills of the films.

Frank Smith’s article THE QUALITY OF FILMSET TEXT (p.7)
is set in 10 pt. with a 12 pt. line feed.

Anthony Brown’s TELLING THE CUSTOMER (p.9) is in Io pt.
with a 12 pt. line feed.

The articles and examples inset at this point were

ey Abe diff, MM. hoto’Film-

setters in the U.K. and elsewhere in the world. Here

users have been encouraged to “speak for them-

selves” with no editorial guidance or censorship
£; 1 os ge ips 46nq ans

is the Registered Trade Mark of The Monotype
Corporation Ltd. for its Filmsetters and their

equipment. Letterpress (from powderless etched

plates) and gravure as well as offset have been

used in these insets.

Eric Holt’s report from AUSTRALIA (p.1r) and that on By-

PASSING GUTENBERG IN KARACHI (p.13) are also set in 10 pt.
with a 12 pt. line feed.

THE FIRST SHOWING OF THE REPERTORY

OF ‘MONOPHOTO’ FACES (pp.16 to 23) was

filmset at Salfords and printed offset by B.K.T.

Ltd.

ARABIC IN ALL ITS GLORY is illustrated on p.24, and some

possibilities of new ways-with BORDERS AND RULES are shown

by Sarah Clutton on pp.25 & 26.

This number is dedicated to the Pioneer Users of ‘Mono-

photo’ Filmsetters, and the article and pictures on pp.27

to 30 give glimpses of these plants in many countries of

the world. The back cover photograph symbolises the way

in which print-buyer, printer and technician are “seeing
the light” of a truly epoch-making invention. This photo-
graph, together with others used inside, was taken at Sal-

fords by R. E. Burman. Every ‘house’ that is a customer of

The Monotype Corporation Ltd. receives a copy of this

issue gratis. Additional copies are available while the supply
lasts at 2s. 6d.
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Metal to Film:

what is involved in the transition ?

Some three years ago the first public demonstration was

held, at an international trade fair, of filmsetting on a

‘Monophoto’ machine equipped with separate matrices:

that is, with the newly-perfected film matrix case in which

any individual character matrix could be removed, reposi-
tioned or substituted as easily as the bronze matrices can

be in a ‘Monotype’ matrix case — indeed, with even greater
facility.

The machine itself was still a novelty to the majority of

those who watched it at work on that exhibition-stand; but

it was by no means a prototype or experimental model. All

its technical problems had been solved, and the method of

correction had already been

Pee
as an outstandingly

successful solution of one of the major difficulties foreseen

from the earliest attempts at compositionby photographic
means. As a machine it hadso far “arrived” as to be at

work on the!floor of six different printing offices in different

countries of the world.

The previous “master negative” had been unalterable, all

its een appearing on asingle sheet of glass. The prac-
tical future of the whole invention lay in the possibility of

achieving,by a feat of engineering precision, the manufac-

ture of sets of individual matrices, absolutely light-proof
and dust-proof. Only then could ‘Monophoto’ machines

attain that same immense advantage which ‘Monotype’

composingmachines hold out to

a printer —that which is

es called “versatility” : in otherwords, easy adapt-

aotyto a uniquelywideoe
ofwork.

een solved. Th tyl

tices“oouldbe swiftly eonlittrealand assembled. intooe

ever particular arrangement the text called for. The word

“particular” has very practical meanings to the twentieth

century printer, who can never tell when the key-men of

that century
— the scientists and the linguists — will come up

with some new concept requiring a new special-character
or symbol. The Filmsetter was ready for them.

The Monotype Corporation Ltd. promptly called-in all

the earlier glass “master negatives” and replaced them with-

out charge by the perfected film matrix case. Work on the

repertory of type faces, hitherto tentative and experimental,
now started on an ambitious scale. World-famous ‘Mono-

type’ faces were selected as models from which a basic range
of film matrix designs could be derived. With some faces it

was sufficient merely to make photographic copies of the

existing type face, but for other faces, particularly those

having fine lines and serifs, adroit paraphrasing has taken

account of what happens to the image during and after film-

setting. The programme called for courage as well as

mechanical resources. Its first fruits will be seen in a later

section of this number.

With separate matrices a reality, the big programme
could be tackled with confidence, for the way now lay open

for an invention of incalculable importance to the printing
trade. ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters had not been the first to

exemplify machine composition by cold film in place of hot

metal. What was new and momentous in this particular

machine was its adaptability : not only to different character

combinations and widths of measure, but in fact to the

whole framework of the modern printing office — where

the principle of “‘remote control” from a completely inde-

pendent Keyboard machine had long been recognized as

economical and adopted in the form of thousands of ‘Mono-

type’ Keyboards. Any user of those machines was now

already equipped, to that extent, for the adaptation of his

plant to filmsetting concurrently with hot-metal setting;
for the same existing Keyboard, and its operator’s full

accumulation of skill-through-practice, could be used with

equal efficiency for either end. In other words, though no

one could deny the radical nature of the proposed change
from the “three-dimensional world” of metal type to that

of the practically “two-dimensional” image on film mem-

brane, and although anyone could see how much re-

thinking would have to be done on the far side of that

technological chasm, it was now at least possible for a pros-

perous and busy master printer to look across that gulf — to

is his mental gaze for as much as five minutes on the

possibilities that lay beyond it — in the knowledge that the

transit from one side to the other would not necessarily
represent a complete jump in the dark, an entire and sud-

den abandonment of familiar and time-tested methods in

favour of others which would demand, for full critical com-

prehension, some initiation into the mysteries of optics,
of the chemistry and physical behaviour of film, and even

possibly of the highly specialized and intricate field of

electrical engineering. It is safe to say that hundreds if

not thousands of practical printers began for the first time

to

a themselves, however fleetingly and tentatively,
“going over to film”, as the result of being able to envis-

a that transit as no mere catwalk across untried planks,
but an orderly progress across a bridge of familiarity that

was obviously solid enough at the start to allow their own

‘Monotype’ Keyboards to be taken across intact — and,
beyond that, one on which the general mechanical princi-
ples of a ‘Monotype’ Composition Caster would be re-

assuringly recognizable in the new Filmsetter.

2

NEW PROMISES

Once the possibility of such a two-way viaduct had been

accepted, it became easier to fix attention on the promises
that filmsetting held out: e.g., the ability to store in one

shallow box, or to slip into one airmail packet, the equiva-
lent of tons of standing metal type. Film could be seen as

eliminating that costly source of argument, the repro. proof.
Other advantages loomed up. There was the chance to pro-

vide a full range of normal composition sizes (including the
now increasingly demanded nine point) for no more outlay
than is required for one film matrix case assembly . . . and
at one and the same casting speed, with no such slowing-
down of production speed as is necessitated when molten
metal has to “freeze” into 24-point type. Hence there

position; and the old joke about the raw layout man who
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wanted “‘18-point small caps” would lose its point.New

acts,could be seen for rule work, tabular work, “nega-
the sense of white-on-black) composition, and

Gane e work involving the combination of many small

illustrations with descriptions and price figures. There were

glimpses of new economies and freedoms in reprint work,
where “standing files” of practically indestructible film

would be able to provide, as no “standing formes” could,
facilities for reprinting in a different face size if required —

with the relatively small cost of film being “costed on the

job”, and no need to lock up the “capital cost” of metal.

It was a prospect sufficiently tempting to induce a num-

ber of printing houses, as we have seen, to install ‘Mono-

photo’ Filmsetters even before they had the advantage of

separate matrices. These pioneer houses had the willin,

advice and help of the Corporation; but on one crucial

matter they were “‘on their own”’, with little guidance from

the manufacturers. Everything yo

sevens
on the an-

swer to the vital question “Whatwill it save, in costs and

time?” The Corporation had eat abstained from

any statement on that subject: it was far too important to

be confused by theoretical figures. It was enough to know

that the case was in the hands of an unbiased jury and that

the “witnesses” would be realistic cost-sheets on work done

term costs. The dust-cover — the Trade’s equivalent of the

judge’s black cap
— would certainly be brought out if the

verdict went the wrong way. If that horrid symbol stayed
in the store-cupboard, that mere fact would be enough to

cite in discussion with interested printers. Specific figures
were treated as the user’s private concern.

RETHINKING FOR FILM

Today, with ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters at work in sixteen

different countries of the world, and many more plants

impatiently awaiting their delivery, it seems strange that

there was little immediate response to the personal letter

which went out to all firms likely to be interested, announc-

ing the availability of separate matrices. Yet that first

hesitancy is easily explained. The extent of the economies

and possibilities opened up by the new machine could not

be fully perceived by anyone who was still thinking in

terms of metal. This was not a case of “Forget everything

you ever learned about typesetting and start anew with an

entirely novel system.” The relative familiarity of the

mechanism meant that deliberate effort had to be made to

eliminate from the mind and memory those parts of a

‘Monotype’ Composition Caster which have to do with

metal: the melting pot and pump mechanism; the whole

range of moulds; anything having to do with the great array

of spacing material that metal type would have demanded;

any type slip gauge or micrometer that would have been

used for sizing-up metal type for measure or alignment.
Even the familiar normal wedge has disappeared; its func-

tion is taken over by the “unit selector” which can, when

required, be rearranged to suit a layout requiring a different

unit apportionment. Absent too, and cheerfully forget-

table, is any special equipment for setting languages such

as Hebrew or Arabic which require reverse delivery to the

galley.
The process of mental jettisoning only begins with the

Filmsetter itself. The Keyboard operator can “forget” half

that he has learned about centring lines, for normally there

is no need to tap any spaces on the left-hand side of the

words. At the other end of the processthe whole notion of

“formes”, “furniture”, “locking up” etc. has to be ban-

ished from the mind, along with such now-deceptive words

is “body”, “leading” and “make-ready” in its current

sense of accurately surfacing metal formes.

akes all such words potentially confusing is not

what they say but what they carry with them, in taken-for-

granted associations, that must not be carried across the

gulf between metal and film. The phrase “‘9-point”, for

instance, means to a print-buyer no more than a size of

printed letter. To many a practical hot-metal printer, how-

ever, it is an “‘odd size” requiring the purchase of an extra

mould as well as the matrices; and if he has been assuming
that customers ought to be and can be satisfied with the

choice between eight and ten point, he may not instantly
appreciate the value of being able to approach them with a

serene ‘“‘Just say what size you want; we can set it.”

THE ULTIMATE USER

The typographic designer, too, has to revise some of his

previous assumptions. A panel or strip of white-on-black

letters (“‘negative’’) no longer se costlydelays for the

insertion of blocks. The ease ich the Filmsetter

can be adjusted to this purpose Say Havea radical effect

on layout style. “Piggyback” positioning of letters so that

they actually touch or overlap presents no technical diffi-

culty to the Filmsetter. Keyboard operators are indeed

chuckling over the new possibility of actually obeying the

Jayout which assigns to a neatly-drawn rectangle twenty
more words than it could possibly accommodate in the

specified size of metal type.
But such fantastic humour about “punishment by literal

obedience” only serves to call attention to the major prob-
lem which confronts the layout man. As the insets to this

number indicate, users of ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters may

take either of two very different lines in advising the cus-

tomer about layouts. They may say in effect “Give us the

copy and a rough indication of the kind of presentation
you want, and leave the copyfitting and layout to us,” or

they may urge the customer toward new standards of pre-

cision and explicitness in layout, pointing out that the

economies of filmsetting cannot be passed on to people
who keep on having second thoughts. Either way, however,
what they are saying first and foremost is what every printer

longstoto hammer into his customer’s head: ““MAKE UP YOUR

MIND”. Filmsetting, by dramatically underscoring that ad-

vice, will act as a kind of watershed in the history of the

still-young professionof

Seoeepledesigner. As the slang
phrase goes, it “separates the men from the boys.” The

professional will go to anwith T-square and grid, pica
gauge and foresight; and his reward for undergoing the

(once he grasps the possibilities of the “‘grey scale’),
fewer inhibitions about slant-wise panels, and — what he

has perhaps not yet had time to notice — new ideas about

the cost and time involved in combining hand-lettering
with type. When a clever letterer can work direct on the

developed film over the grid that offers him ready made

guide-lines, and two minutes later have in his hand an

Ozalid proof clear and crisp enough for a line-block, his

further experiments may well have some effect on the

market for the sort of jobbing faces that have never pre-

tended to be more than imitation-hand-lettering.
But all the coming adventures in typography, and for

that matter all the excitement of awaiting faces specially
designed for film, will have to be earned, in the layout
studios and editorial offices by collaboration between the

man who needs printing, and the men who can give him

what he wants with all the advantages of filmsetting .
as long as he will make up his mind.
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MONOTYPE—A keyboard
2

AUTOMATIC CONTROL—

that sets ‘singletypes only % The Monotype keyboard
in perfectly justified lines ribbon automatically con-

yy means of a perforated j

trols the operatio1
paper ribbon that automat- wl casting machine. The cast-

ically controls the casting
a

er operator is a mechani
i

anufactured
Cg

una
HOSES
NONORESERESESEEEDS

not bothe

head about copy, spelling,
grammar or spacing.

FLEXIBLE—Capableof
being adapted or modified.

he Monotype keyboard
= will set a hundred charac-

standard arrangement of
= ters ina line so rigidly that

the modern typewriter. It = pcktenels 5 the whole line willnot vary

contributes to high speed i a r

in the least from its correct

and correctness.
=

7

i length. But the same key-

PNEUMATIC—The Mono- .

board will take these char-

type keyboard operator de- =
p acters, if necessary, an

s the ke lightl contract or expand them at

vndiai
eee will to accommodate the

ve available space. Mono-

the punches and the p:
3

e type is the only perfect

feed. Thetouchis light. method for setting type

FREED—Rid of that which
= geound dregulat cuts:

confines, limits bar-
: BARRETT-—A Portable

i =

|

Noiseless Adding, Listing
and Calculating Machine

that proves its own worl

errr
creer

composition of his copy.
- of the Monotype Company.

LESSON IV

The Monotype Keyboard
It has the universal keyboard arrangement, is pneumatic, and is

the fastest keyboard in the world.

It is separated entirely from the casting machine, and the brain

and hands of the operator are freed thereby for the attainment of

speed and correctness.

It punches holes in a roll of paper. This paper roll automatically
controls the casting machine, selecting the character and determining
its body width.

It will compose, from one matrix case, roman, italic and boldface,
thecharacters of each font being castin their relatively proper widths.

The keyboard is so flexible, however, that these standard widths

of the characters may be extended or condensed at will.

The Monotype Keyboard sets tabular work with the same ease as

straight matter, and will place in one line any number of individ-

ually justified columns.

It will set type better than it can be set by hand, and faster than

any other machine.

This advertisement set in No. 242 series, Hess Old Style, an exclusive Monotype face,

Monotype continuous strip rule No. 4225RL and border No. 165N
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Challenge Imposing Surfaces

Made With or Without Smooth, Level and Per-

Rabbeted Edge Sectly Accurate

HALLENGE SEMI-STEEL IMPOSING SURFACES are made in our own foundries

and shops of the highest quality of iron and steel, and are as smooth, level and

accurate as the bed of a cylinder press. They are far superior to a marble surface,
and as no coffin is required, the edges being evenly and accurately rabbeted, a consid-

erably larger usable area is secured.

The rabbet around the edge is just the right depth and width for the end of the regu-

lation steel or brass galley, and permits the rapid and safe transfer of type forms or

pages from imposing surface to galley, with no chance for type or spacing material to

work in between surface and coffin, as is common with the old-fashioned marble surface.

The under sides of these semi-steel surfaces are strongly reinforced by heavy ribs run-

ning both ways, and will not sag under the heaviest forms, assuring as perfect a lock-up

as on the press bed itself.

MADE IN STANDARD SIZES --SOLD BY DEALERS—WRITE FOR PRICES OF SIZES WANTED

Manufactured by The ChallengeMachinery Co, Grand Haven, Mich.

PARKER, THOMAS & TUCKER

PAPER CO.

520-526 South Canal St., Chicago

Telephone: Wabash 2630

wy

Phone Harrison 6280. Private Exchange to all departments

Regan Printing House
523-531 Plymouth Court

Chicago

Chicago—124 South Wells Street New York—220 West 19th Street

|

e e

|
° PrintingWhen You Want It

| serian1

J There was a time when printers’
| C

broken promises of delivery were

O y e r proverbial. Today the alert printer
F

| knows that customers are driven

A popular-priced cover paper of charac- away when they can’t rely on the

ter and distinction, with a soft suede-like time work will be ready. Others
text d leatheryfeel, that isdistinct- : .

| Patoce:
eather yieel sunatisidistince

are too easily found who keep their

: word if it be possible.
|

Made in a range of seven beautiful colors

particularly adapted to high-grade cata- Our whole aim is to give perfec-
log, brochure, folder and announcement tion of service How well we

forms.
.

succeed you may learn upon

|
Write for samples and quotations inquiry and trial.

PLEASE MENTION BEN FRANKLIN MONTHLY WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS
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in three languages?2

Man

‘Monophiota?COD eS‘arethes
same as thos

of a ‘Monotype’
Composition Caster.

The underside of a

film matrix case.

Prism box and
eee)mirror casing wi

sidecover ob:

The mirror bar rack

and its driving pinion.

Explaining Film

by Films

It is no small undertaking to send a ton or so of intricate

machinery and a qualified demonstrator on a world-tour of

indefinite duration. To attempt such an enterprise with a

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter would be impracticable, even

apartfrom the expense. The solution to the problem lay

in the making of a film which could, by diagrams and

interior shots, as well as by showing what is normally
visible, clarify the working of the machine, while the sound-

k could carry explanation of what was being seen.

Having come to this decision, the Management of the

Corporation entrusted the fulfilment of the plan to the

Technical Literature Department, with the encouraging
rider that it must, MuUsT and MUST be ready for showing
at a Scottish Conference exactly eight weeks ahead. For-

Meanwhile the Departmental staff, never having had a

comparable assignment previously, studied the probable
art-requirements and the range of new equipment that

would be needed for lighting and for the actual shooting.

ON FAMILIAR GROUND

The opening scene was planned to establish that a ‘Mono-

type’ product was about to be shown. A brief glimpse of a

printed leaflet then appears, with the comment that the

mechanism for filmsetting such a publication is to be the

subject for study. Most audiences for a film of this nature

will be familiar with ‘Monotype’ Keyboards, so there is

only a brief reminder that a perforated paper ribbon is

the first stage of production. When the spool is trans-

ferred to the Filmsetter, its initial action, the raising of

air pins, is as familiar as the keyboarding, for the air

.the resemblance between the hot-metal machine and the

Filmsetter ceases.

For all its 255 separate characters, the matrix case is

unlike that of a Composition Caster. Its underside is

provided with notches for accurate registration of the

characters, as there is no centring pin, and the characters

themselves appear as transparencies on otherwise opaque

squares of film. Above the selected matrix is a source of

light charged with the duty of producing an image of the

character in precisely the right place on a film.

Here a diagram is presented, to show how the divergent
light is first converted by a condenser lens into a parallel
beam, illuminating all parts of the character equally. The

light then passes
—

says the first diagram — through a

focusing lens to give a sharp image of the character on the



The arrows indicate
the two

justification racks.

Changing the “set” gears.

Unit selectors

are changed according to

Unit apportionments.

How a

Tonusing
bar

is inserte

Naseerof the

vedasea re
is the

film. But, to save space
— as in the design of binoculars —

the light-beam is “folded up” by a pair of reflecting
prisms, which, being adjustable for position, as is also

the lens, enable varying degrees of magnification to be

obtained without loss of focus and without requiring
alterationto the positionof the matrix or the film receiving

‘his is shown in the second diagram.

Butthe images must appear, not superimposed,but

interval, both being capable of travelling in a direction

parallel to the line being filmset. At this point, a simple
animated model consisting principally of a fine chain, is

used to demonstrate the geometrical fact that although
the light-beam arrives from a constant point, and is

reflected to a succession of points in a plane parallel to

that of the mirror-motion, the length of the light path
remains unaffecte

Moreover, the movement of the focal point is exactly
double the distance travelled by the mirrors.

WHAT ABOUT THE “WEDGES” ?

It therefore becomes essential to move the mirrors, after

each exposure, a distance equal to half the width of the

character projected, a motion conferred by the “normal

wedge’’. But, in the case of a ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter,
it is not a wedge, but a rack engaging with a pinion to

act as the master-control of differential gearing, that

effects the mirror motion. Justification spaces are pro-

duced in a similar manner, without any exposure being
made. A further control is derived from gearing that

can be very quickly changed, as required, to suit any

“set’’-characteristic of a fount

As has alreadybeen indicated, provision for altering

pointsize lies in the positioningof the focusing lens

from 6 pt. to 24 pt. are projected. To secure high typo-

graphic fidelity, two (or, in a few cases, three) sets of

film matrices are usedto cover the full range of projected

working at another, the provision of focusing bars for the

prisms and lens giving their correct locations with great

accuracy and speed.
is carried on a rotatable drum which, at

the conclusion of every line, turns by an amount pre-

determined by the point size of the characters and the

iount of “leading” required, the increments being
obtainable in 4 pt. steps. A light-proof casing encloses

the drum and forms a detachable container which can be

taken to the darkroom for the film to be removed and

processed by the usual photographic routine.

FIRST RESULTS

In view of their inexperience, it was understandable

that the production team should encounter problems and

perpetrate errors that older hands in the filming business

would have avoided; on the other hand they enjoyed
greater familiarity with ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters than

an outsider could have pretended to acquire, so that

the

is ere
both visual and in the commentary,

are authoritative and sincere. Completion of the first

showingcopy was achieved just two days ahead of the

Conference dead-line. The skilled demonstrator and his

ton of equipment were compressed into a small round

tin weighing less than 4 lb.complete.
Only for the French and German versions of the

commentary had outside help to be obtained, as authentic
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Make-up table with grid accents and intonations were necessary if the film was
and other accessories.

to have the same impact in other countries as it quickly
produced in various parts of Britain. Additional copies
in English were also made for s

oe
in various parts

of the Commonwealth and the U.S.A

During ensuing months, reports came in at intervals

indicating that the tee of the film, in one language
or another, was arousing considerable interest amongst
the world’s printers, and firm orders for Filmsetters

proved beyond doubt that this form of presentation was

ffective.

&

¥.

PRINTERS PERPLEXED

It had been expected that printers’ own craftsmen would
evolve methods of making corrections and handling the

requirements of make-up, but, in practice, it was soon

found that the unaccustomed nature of the material —

a thin gelatinous sheet in place of robust, 3-dimensional,
metallic type — was a source of some bewilderment. It

was therefore decided that the simple, basic procedure
which had been evolved for our own demonstrations

should, by further cinematography, be sent on a world-
wide mission of additional Piro. From the outset,
it was emphasised that our method should not be regarded

Properlyaligned,
te lay-out is taped

‘0the grid.

develop their own specialised techniques, according to

the dictates of their particular class of work.
The earliest shots, therefore, show the essentialsof

covering the whole working area of the table, so as to

perform the functions of tee-square and set-square with-
out encumbrance.

On top of this is secured the lay-out for the make-up.
It, too, must be on a translucent substance, so that

the grid-lines, visible through it, are accepted as the
basis of alignment. Next is shown the composition of

stripping film, consisting of a thin membrane, about

0005” (in which is the image-bearing emulsion), and a

stable and more robust backing; with the aid of a scalpel,
the two

=
be easily separated at a corner and then

peeledap:
The igorfor the demonstration calls for a surround-

treatment in solid black. For this, the darkroom pro-

Serene
the membrane

ingfilmof st

from itsPhe.

eee
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Marking the projections
the interior
the surround.

the lay-out, it would obscure the indications of size and

shape to which it will have to be trimmed, so extensions
of all interior lines of the surround are marked, well
clear of the design on the lay-out, and the ordinates
of intersections also noted. At this stage, a third layer
on the make- “up table is formedby the transfer sheet,

a

Somerswhere
to

of the positions in which, for convenience of keyboarding,
they have been filmset.

The chemically-reversed film for the surround is now

positioned, membrane-side downwards, overthe transfer
sheet so that th

has been pressed into contact, with a roller, the mem-

brane will have formed a vacuum-adhesive attachment to

the transfer sheet, and remains in position when the

backing is peeledoff.

when
_ vieRing is aes



The membrane
is cut away to provide
the white panel.

seamen,

See-—<

Panel ready to receive

headlines and text.

The main headline is Bo

ae

sttippedaccurately
HALE ROYGET

into posi
:

124 pt. interlinear gauge
| being used for

25 pt. measurement.

Transfer strip and

correction await removal

of the faulty line.

SCALPEL-WORK

After instruction in how to hold the scalpel, the Operative E
is shown cutting away the excess black membrane that

extends outside the layout. Then, by aligning his culewith the extension markings already mentioned, he is

enabled to isolate, and then peel off, the central area, to

reveal the white panel of the layout with its appropriations &
of space avd

the headlines and text.

ttention can be turned to the positive film &
carryingthelatter — the scalpel is first drawn horizontally
across, to part off the headlines, bodymatter and foot-=li

Here, it is stripped into position by finger-
prey

A

7secondary headline, main body matter and subsidiary
wording are, in turn, treated in the same way, and any
air-bubbles eliminated.

The technique of adding rules and mitring their

comers is clearly shown, before the complete make-up
receives a plastic covering sheet to protect it from dust,
scratches and any other accidental damage. As a further

safeguard for what is now a master film, one or more =
sub-masters are prepared from it by a diazo printing
machine, which subsequently prepares proofs on paperF=
available in thicknesses from airmail standard to 2-sheet

board, single- or double-sided.

CORRECTIONS

In the effecting of corrections, two useful procedures
are clearly demonstrated as alternatives to the use of the

standard Correction Device.

It is supposed that 3 pt. more white is needed between

the headlines, requiring that the existing interval should

first be measured with an interlinear gauge. When this

distance has been ascertained, the headline is lifted out

by means of a vacuum-adhesive transfer strip aided by =
small plastic contact breakers. The appropriate gauge is

used to indicate the new alignment, and the free right- =hand end of the gauge pressed into contact with a marginal
area of the transfer sheet. The headline is now located

in its new position, and the /eft-hand end of the transfer =
strip secured to the sheet. When the right-hand end of

the strip is raised, the gauge can be withdrawn; on the

strip being released, it carries the headline down to its

revised position on the transfer sheet, where it is easily
stripped in.

Corrections to text are made by re-tapping and film-

setting the line, after which the membranes of both the =
faulty line and the replacementare isolated by scalpel
cuts. The replacement is lifted by a transfer strip and

=laid precisely over the faulty line; then the left-hand end

of the strip is secured to the transfer sheet, and the right-
hand end raised. This gives access for a pair of forceps to =
pull out the faulty line. Again, release of the free end of

the transfer strip ensures that the replacement line is

accurately sited, for stripping in and, finally, removal of

established and successful machine, the duty of the second =
is instruction in the application of knack and technique
which are still in a stage of development, so it is natural

for it to dwell at some length on the execution of small — =
apparently trivial — details. But, by such means, we are

able to

ae
even our distant users in touch with a method =

of handling filmset matter that we have found easy to

adopt and, when adopted, fully effective. A.P.s ‘
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The Quality of Filmset Text

In a page of text, whether set in metal or on film,
nothing looks so bad as lack of uniformity. Filmset

text is usually uniform in weight, but this depends
upon a photographic process which can vary and, if

corrections are inserted amidst the main setting,
they can — possibly — stand out like a‘sore thumb. It

needs no more than a few tenths of a thousandth of

an inch in the strokes of a character to produce a

difference which is clearly visible to the naked eye.

In consequence, it is vitally important that the

whole of every page of text, both main setting and

corrections, shall precisely match.

It must be remembered that the main text may be

set at one time and the corrections produced sever-

al days, or even weeks, later, because the proofs
need to be corrected, and there are also author’s

corrections to be considered, which cannot arrive

at the office until the author has received the

proofs (probably by post), corrected and returned

ttt te+4

them. Again, it is already quite usual for filmset-

ting to be done in one country for another and

proofs sent to the customer abroad for correction

and checking, so that perhaps several weeks may

elapse before the corrections are received. After such

an interval, slight differences in the quality of the

corrections may result from a number of causes:

1 The film used for the corrections may have been

taken from another batch which was slightly differ-

ent in photographic speed from the original film.

2 The developer may not be identical, as a result of

(a) making up a new solution, (b) using it at a

slightly different temperature, (c) having kept it

or a different time, or (d) it may already have

been used to develop some film. The last point —

using the developer more than once — is important,
because in fact the solution behaves very slightly
better if it has been “matured” by previous use,

but the amount of variation in behaviour is diffi-

cult to forecast.

3 One must be exceptionally careful in checking the

intensity of light received at the image plane and

in making sure that all the optical system is scrupu-

lously clean. Otherwise, the amount of light re-

ceived by the film may have decreased slightly and

this may be enough to affect the quality.

THE STEP WEDGE

The specific device by which quality control of the

final product is assured, all the way from the draw-

ing board to the print which the reader sees, is

known as a ‘Monophoto’ Test Negative (Fig. 1). It

consists of two glass plates sealed together and

Figure 1

mounted in a ‘Monophoto’ film matrix case, and

contains various symbols which are used by the

mechanic when setting up and testing the machine.

Also included in the Test Negative are nine rect-

angular apertures, which are numbered. They vary

from 1 (which is almost transparent), through steadi-

ly increasing degrees of darkness to 9 which is very

dark. These are the “steps” of the “Test Step
Wedge” which is sometimes also known as the

“Grey Scale”. The object of the different densities

of the steps of the wedge is to enable the craftsman

who develops the film to know the precise moment

when development should be stopped.
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Examples of
Trial Exposures
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As he develops the film, he sees, within about 45

seconds, the gradual, and then the more rapid, ap-

pearance of the No.1 square, which becomes very

dark by the time that squares Nos.2 and 3 have

appeared. By the time that the 3rd square is dark

the 7th is just appearing and, for normal deep-etch
litho plate making, the usual practice is to stop

development when that square (No.7) is just becom-

ing visible.

The decision as to which of the steps should be

appearing when one stops developing depends upon

the purpose for which the film will be required.
For example, it is unlikely that positive text, film-

set for making a lithographic plate by the “deep-
etch reversal” technique, will require the same

development as another piece of film which is to be

chemically reversed (from positive to negative) and

used for making wrap-around letterpress printing

plates by the powderless etching process. More-

over, the numerous minor variations which can

occur during the processes of producing a printing
plate can cancel one another out. Consequently one

firrh might develop to one particular step of the

wedge, and another firm may perhaps work to a

different step, although the final printed result may

be a precise match.

=
WORKING TESTS

;

When a ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter is first installed in =
a printing shop, the keyboard department punches

___

a piece of control paper ribbon so that the machine =
can be caused to filmset the nine steps of the step-

___

wedge. That ribbon is then retained and used every =
time a new piece of copy is filmset, for adding the

step-wedge into the film for controlling its de- =
velopment.

In the initial tests, a paragraph of text is film- =
set, using a comparatively small lens aperture, and

the step-wedge is exposed at the same setting. Then =
the paragraph and step-wedge are filmset again with

a slightly larger aperture, and so on with increas- =
ing amounts of light, until the piece of film is

filled with about ten different trial settings. The

whole film is then developed very carefully, for the

standard time, in the developer recommended by
the film makers.

After the film is dried, printing plates are made =
from it by all the different processes that the

firm uses. The plates are then printed in the firm’s =
customary manner, and it is from the final results

on paper that one decides at which step of the

wedge one should stop development for any par-

ticular method of reproduction. The printer can &
then show his customers the results by the various

processes, and they can decide, in the light of their =
aesthetic judgement, which result is required. The

printer can guarantee to produce it because he =
knows the conditions under which the approved
example was obtained.

“LITH” PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS

Behind all this work lies the great advantage that

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters have a lighting systen

sufficiently intense to provide enough exposure for

the comparatively modern photographic material

known as “lith”. This emulsion is quite different

from most others, and develops by a phenomenon=
known as “infectious development”. It produces

images that are extremely dense, and have very fine

grain, in a practically transparent ground. It is ideal

for filmsetting, because the images very slightly
increase in thickness as development continues. It

is only a matter of a few tenths of a “thou” in the

strokes of a character but that is all that is needed
~

for our purpose.

This property, controlled by the step-wedge tech-

nique, gives a thoroughly reliable and flexible means

of obtaining precisely the ‘weight’ of character re-

quired to suit any particular printing process, ink or

paper. It compensates for minor variations which

are bound to be met and provides a simple, con-fF
venient and highly efficient way of doing the job
under practical commercial conditions. F.H.S. =

=

E

=
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Telling the Customer

A.W. Brown, Joint Works Director, Brown Knight & Truscott Limited

Any modern, highly-mechanized printing house can

claim to be just as efficient as its customers will

kindly permit it to be — in their own interests.

veryprinter, for generations past, has known

what spanners the customer can throw into his well-

oiled wheels by “second thoughts” induced by the

sight of his copy in print on the proof-sheets. And

since the early years of this century, when publicity
and commercial printing began deserting standard

styles for more adventurous ways of catching the

eye, the customer has had an extra spanner to throw

if he chooses to. He can also have second thoughts
about the layout. That too, like the manuscript
copy, can be suddenly seen as not quite what was

wanted after all — once the too-indefinite intentions
have been subjected to the attentions of the proofing

ess.

Still within living memory are the days when every

job could be clearly and definitely “visualised” by
the compositor at his frame, simply by reference to

the one accepted style in which that sort of job
would be set up in type. But those days are gone

forever; and what troubles printers is not the idea

of the “layout” itself (an indispensable aid to

getting things clear in advance), but rather the

slowness with which that instrument is still evolv-

ing from its infancy in the rough sketch to its per-
fection as a set of definite instructions that represent
all the thoughts — first, second, or twenty-second
thoughts as the case may have been, but at any
rate definitive ones — about the most effective way
of putting that message, with or without pictures,
on the printed page.

The modern printer may receive, in the morning’s
mail, examples of all the different stages in that

“evolution of the layout”, from the casual pencil-
lings that do no more than appeal for the help of

the staff designer, through to careful and accurate

plans measured-out on the drawing boards of pro-
fessional print-planners: These represent just so

many steps toward the realization, on the part of

those who pay money for print, that there are just
two ways of getting a good bargain in the finished

job. The layout must either be left to an expert or

else undertaken with the precision and decision

which are acquired in the course of becoming an

expert. In between lies waste and delay.
From the moment that we at Brown Knight &

Truscott Ltd. began to realize what savings of time

and cost would be achieved with the installation of a

“Monophoto’ Filmsetter, we realized that this new

invention would demand a serious campaign of cus-

tomer-education if those savings were to be passed
on in the form of quicker deliveries and lower fair-

prices. It was a chance to tell the old story of the

costliness of second-thoughts in a new and dra-

matic way which would be particularly easy to under-

stand. Anything as intriguing as the substitution of

film for lead was bound to be intensely interesting
to the man who buys printing. The mere novelty
of the thing would arouse friendly curiosity. We

planned from the beginning, therefore, ways of “tel-

ling the customer”? that would not only interest him

but also enlighten him, in a friendly and tactful

way, as to what he stands to gain by “taking it all

seriously” — in other words, by first being precise
about what he wants, and then sticking to it with-

out any of that boggling and change-of-mind which

will continue to be his temptation while he remains

uman,
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“informationsheets”was taken as a model for one

part of our educative effort. But we knew that it

would not be enough to approach customers one by
one, by personal interview or bulletin. What we had

to spread, as widely and swiftly as possible, was

not just information but a mental attitude, a “feel-

ing” about the right and sensible way of doing some-

thing. So it called for “getting together”, in a wider

sense: bringing customers together in a pleasantly
hospitable atmosphere, where they could not only
learn as members of an audience, and look at actual

specimens and other illustrative material, but also

talk the whole thing over with each other in the

light of their common problems. Who ever asked, in

the course of a private interview, all the questions
that he feels he ought to be asking ? Often it is the

other fellow’s question that evokes the very bit of

information that one was groping for.
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Nearing completion in

Trinidad is the factory

The Filmsetter was in our Dowgate Works at Ton-

bridge. The “get-togethers” would bemore conveni-

ent for the customers if they took place in London —

but the Filmsetter had to be there too. So we asked

The Monotype Corporation Ltd. to lend us the use of

their capacious Lecture Hall, adjoining their Demon-

stration Room, for two afternoons — and then for a

third, as the result of the undoubted success of the

first two. The invited guests were sorted out with

knowledge of the etiquette and problems involved.

Advertising agents’ production men have, today, a

fairly high standard of copy and layout preparation ;

the typical print-buyer cannot be expected to have

such standards. Nor does one embarrass one’s good
customers the agents by introducing them at a party

to each others’ clients. Each occasion was planned
with care to provide the guests with the physical
and mental refreshment they would want while they
were keeping their ears and eyes open.

There was the conventional cocktail-bar, and some

unconventional and highly stimulating explanations
and reminders, particularly on the part of our expert,

Mr.Goldthorp.
“Visual Aids”? were invented and used. The Cor-

poration’s first explanatory film proved invaluable,

and it was backed-up by mounted panels of explana-

tory material. The manufacturers had Soe their

part in helping us to “tell the customer”. We in

turn did our part, above all at that point aie the

printer can best speak for himself. And that is where

he says: “Here are savings. But they are not all of

a kind that can be brought to you on a plate. To

some extent you will have to reach out for them,

just as we have done ourselves: by putting aside the

temptationto wait and see what you ought to have

ne.”

That temptation is just as much present inside

the printing office as it is outside. Where the author

waits to see how it looks to him in type, where the

layout man takes a stab at it in 18 point Grot. with

the lurking notion that he can always change it in

the proof, the master printer and his representative
have their own similar temptations to “let it go”’.
The layout is apparently all right: the typescript
looks as if it had been fair-copied with every atten-

tion to consistencies of style. So, too often, the

instructions go straight to the Keyboard: “the opera-

tor will be able to spot any little inconsistencies”

The Keyboard operator has his own temptations in

position he thinks, perhaps: “Well, the compositor
can correct that”. The Caster operator who knows

that he has a black Q on his ffl may think in turn

how easily the compositor can hook the black Q’s
out and put the ligatures in, and the thought might

prevent him from taking out the matrix-case and

checking the matrix forthwith. Certainly he is not

likely to step all the way back from that problem
and ask why in the world there should be any liga-
tures in filmsetting, now that kerned letters can

touch or overlap without damaging each other.

will take a period of training for the operator’s

fingers not to reach automatically for those familiar

keys.
And so it goes, all the way through the composi-

tor who replaces a dropped letter with the comfort-

ing thought that “the reader will spot anything
that’s wrong about it” — and right on to the machine

minder, who if he ever drops a spanner on apiece
of type can fetch the compositor to put the matter

right. And back to the compositor’s temptation when

he finds that the job is not perfectly lined-up or

justified: “the machine man will put that right when

he has the revise”

Rare and unusual temptations, you may say, in an

efficient and good-tempered office where craftsmen

take pride in pulling their own weight. But nobody

says that temptations always win the day. They don’t.

It is the need to fight them that wastes time. When

filmsetting comes in, the demon of “let-it-go” is

exorcised, to everyone’s relief and stimulation.

And from that ground-work of an even greater

sense of responsibility and attentiveness within the

walls of the House, one can go out to the print-

buyer with a clear conscience and a good deal of

pride and pleasure, and hold out the good news to

him in a sensible and equally stimulating way. One

can offer him a design service and all help from a

minutely precise “Planning Department”, and his

copy can be ‘pre-read’ by the House if he cannot

attend to it himself. But no printer can hold out to

him the full benefits of filmsetting without asking in

return for the “permission to be efficient” — which

is represented by instructions that make sense and

are going to stay put, once the job is in hand. That

is why we have gone to a good deal of effort to

explain our ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter and our film-

handling techniques, to our customers. The effort

has paid. They see the point, and we are delighted
at the way that they are co-operating.
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Behind him stood the adjutants, the doctors, and the men-servants; the

men and the women had separated as though they were in church. All were

silently crossing themselves, nothing was audible but the readingofthe service,
the subdued, deep bass singing, and in the intervals of silence sighs could be

heard and the shufflingoffeet. With a significant air, which showed she knew

what she was about, Anna Mihalovna walked right across the room to Pierre

and gave him a candle. He lighted it, and absorbed in watching the people
around him, he absent-mindedly crossed himself with the hand in which he

held the candle. The youngest princess, Sophie, the rosy, laughing one with the

mole, was looking at him. She smiled, hid her face in her handkerchief, and

for a long while did not uncover it. But looking at Pierre again, again she

laughed. She was apparently unable to look at him without laughing, but could

not resist looking at him, and to be out of temptation, she softly moved behind

a column. In the middle of the service the voices of the priests suddenly ceased,
and they whispered something to one another. The old servant, who was hold-

ing the count’s hand, got up and turned to the ladies. Anna Mihalovna

stepped forward and, stooping over the sick man, she beckoned behind her

back to Lorrain. The French doctor had been leaning against the column with-

out a candle, in the respectful attitude of the foreigner, who would show that

in spite of the difference of religion he comprehends all the solemnity of the

ceremony and even approves ofit. With the noiseless steps of a man in the full

vigour of his age, he went up to the sick man. His delicate, white fingers lifted

his disengaged hand from the quilt, and turning away, the doctor began feeling
the pulse in absorbed attention. They gave the sick man some drink; there was

a slight bustle around him, then all went back to their places and the service

was continued. During this break in the proceedings Pierre noticed that Prince

Vassily moved away from his chair-back, and with that same air of being quite
sure of whathe was about, and of its being so much the worse for others, if they
failed to understand it, he did not go up to the sick man, but passed by him

and joined the eldest princess. Then together they went away to the further

end ofthe room to the high bedstead under the silk canopy. When they moved

away from the bed the prince and princess disappeared together by the further

door, but before the end ofthe service they returned one after the other to their

places. Pierre paid no more attention to this circumstance than to all the rest,

having once for all made up his mind that all that he saw taking place that

evening must inevitably be as it was.

The sounds of the church singing ceased and the voice of the chief ecclesiastic
was heard, respectfully congratulatingthe sick man on his reception of the

mystery. Every one was moving about him, there was the sound of footsteps
and of whispers, Anna Mihalovna’s whisper rising above the rest.

Pierre heard her say: ‘Undoubtedly he must be moved on to the bed; it’s

impossible . . .”

The sick man was so surrounded by the doctors, the princesses and the

servants, that Pierre could no longer see the reddish-yellow face with the grey

mane, which he had never lost sight of for one instant during the ceremony,
even though he had been watching other people too. Pierre guessed from the
cautious movements of the people about the chair that they were lifting the

dying man up and moving him.

72:
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‘Hold on to my arm; you'll drop him so,’ he heard the frightened whisper
of one of the servants. ‘Lower down . . . another one here,’ said voices. And
their heavy breathing and hurried tread seemed to show that the weight they
carried was too heavy for them.

As they passed him—Anna Mihalovna among them—the young man

caught a glimpse over people’s backs and necks of the great muscular open
chest, the grey, curly, leonine head, and the massive shoulders of the sickman,
which were pushed up, as he was supported under the arm-pits. His head,
with its extraordinarily broad brow and chcek-bones, its beautiful sensual

mouth, and haughty, cold eyes, was not disfigured by the proximity of death.
It was just the same as Pierre had seen it three months before, when his father
had been sending him off to Petersburg. But the head swayed helplessly with
the jerky steps of the bearers, and the cold, apathetic eyes did not know on

what to rest.

They were busy for several minutes round the high bed; then the people,
who had moved the count, dispersed. Anna Mihalovna touched Pierre’s arm

and said, ‘Come along.’ With her Pierre approached the bed, on which the
sick man had been laid in a ceremonial position in keeping with the sacred
rite that had just been performed. He was lying with his head propped high
on the pillows. His hands were laid symmetrically on the green silk quilt with
the palms turned downwards. When Pierre came up, the count looked straight
at him, but he looked at him with a gaze the intent and significance of which
no man could fathom. Either these eyes said nothing, but simply looked
because as eyes they must look at something, or they said too much. Pierre
stopped, not knowing what he was to do, and looked inquiringly at his moni-
tress. Anna Mihalovna gave him a hurried glance, with a gesture indicating
the sick man’s hand and with her lips wafting towards it a phantom kiss.
Pierre did as he was bid, and carefully craning his neck to avoid entanglement
with the quilt, kissed the broad-boned, muscular hand. There was not the
faintest stir in the hand, nor in any muscle of the count’s face. Pierre again
looked inquiringly at Anna Mihalovna to learn what he was to do now. Anna
Mihalovna glanced towards the arm-chair that stood beside the bed. Pierre
proceeded obediently to sit down there, his eyes still inquiring whether he had
done the right thing. Anna Mihalovna nodded approvingly. Again Pierre fell
into the naively symmetrical pose of an Egyptian statue, obviously distressed
that his ungainly person took up so much room, and doing his utmost to look
as small as possible. He looked at the count. The count still gazed at the spot

ere Pierre’s face had been, when he was standing up. Anna Mihalovna’s
itude evinced her consciousness of the touching gravity of this last meeting

between father and son. It lasted for two minutes, which seemed to Pierre an

hour. Suddenly a shudder passed over the thick muscles and furrows of the
it’s face. The shudder grew more intense; the beautiful mouth was con-

ted (it was only then that Pierre grasped how near death his father was) and
m the contorted mouth there came a husky, muffled sound. Anna Mihalovna
ked intently at the sick man’s mouth, and trying to guess what hewanted,
nted first to Pierre, then to some drink, then in an inquiring whisper she

nentioned the name of Prince Vassily, then pointed to the quilt. The eyes and
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position he thinks, perhaps: “Well, the compositor
can correct that”. The Caster operator who knows

that he has a black Q on his ffl may think in turn

how easily the compositor can hook the black Q’s
aut and nut the lioatures in. and the thought might

WAR AND PEACE

Filmsetting Detazls

“War AND Prace’, the largest complete work after the Bible, consisting of

1,146 pages, including 40 pages of illustrations printed on one side of the

paper only, plus 6 pages of preliminary matter was photoset on a ‘Monophoto’
Filmsetter by Filmset Limited of Crawley, Sussex, an associated Company of

the Heinemann Publishing Group, who in conjunction with The Reprint
Society produced a combined edition printed by offset lithography in Holland

by Grafische Industrie, Haarlem, N.V

The text including folios was set straight into page form in 10 on 12 point
Baskerville to a 27 ems measure, having 47 lines to the normal page.

Ifthis book had been set in metal, in page form or in galley, much expensive
over-running to save or make lines would have been involved to eliminate ugly
short lines appearing at the tops of pages, short lines of conversation excepted,
this difficulty was automatically overcome by the keyboard operator who

having set the normal 47 lines to a page then ascertained whether a short line,
such as the end of a paragraph, would turn over on to the next page. If this
was the case he included this short line in the page he had set, making 48 lines,
marking the spool so as to indicate to the Filmsetter operator to filmset the
10 point type of this particular page on an 11} point body instead of the 12

point body, this was done by the kind co-operation of the Monotype Corpora-
tion who altered the gearing of a standard film drum so as to move the film in

increments of quarter points instead of the normal half points, the actual time

taken to change the body size on the filmsetter being only a matter of seconds.
This operation would be possible on a ‘Monotype’ hot metal caster, pro-

vided a 11} point mould was available, but it would be economically imprac-
ticable due to the time involved in changing over from one body size to another.

The two previous specimen pages show a 47 and a 48 line page and it is

quite impossible to visually detect any difference in their leading, also there is

less than half a point difference in their depth between the top and bottom

lines of each page, therefore provided that the paper is sufficiently opaque so

as to eliminate ‘show-through’ there can be no objection to backing 47 lines
on 48 lines, taking into account the enormous amount of time saved without

any detriment to the appearance of the book.

War and Peace amounting to approximately 3,710,000 ens was keyboarded
by one operator at an average speed of 7,300 ens per hour and filmset at 8,000
ens per hour. The actual priceof the film included in the setting cost was £104,
if this book had been set by the conventional hot metal method over 44 tons

of metal would have been used, which represents a capital outlay at today’s
price of approximately £740 and a storage space for the made-up pages, of

approximately 22 cubic feet. The film of the book packed for storage requires
less than one-fifth of a cubic foot!

Without doubt filmsetting is the economic answer to book production, as

once the book is set a perfect master print can be-kept for all time, copies of

which can be sent cheaply and quickly to any part of the world for reproduction

F. OLIVER BURRIDGE

Managing Director of Filmset Limited TROPA
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Mpande, King of the Zulus,
concluded a joint defence

treaty with a white settlers’

delegation against the

murderous Dingaan

Port Natal

AN ENTERPRISING MAN WAS HENRY MILNER,

partner in the firm of Milner Brothers, of PortElizabeth in the Cape
of Good Hope. As early as 1847 when Samuel Crookes was still a

mere lad ofeight years, Henry Milner’s brig, the “Sarah Bell”, began
making regular sailings between Port Natal, or D’Urban as it was

now called, and the lush green islands of Mauritius and Reunion.

Isolated as they were and sparsely populated, these islands and the

voyages of the ‘‘Sarah Bell” were later to prove ofgreat significance
to Samuel Crookes and to the many others who, like himself,
followed in the wake of Edmund Morewood, pioneer of the South

African sugar industry.
For amongst the cargo which the “Sarah Bell” brought back from

Reunion were bundles of cane tops. During the next few years, with

increasing consignments, Henry Milner established a nursery at

Springfield. It was patronised by many asettler who experimented
in the growing of cane, albeit dubiously at first and in a very small

way. Despite their misgivings Henry Milner never looked back upon

his first venture into what was to become a thriving industry. Little

more than a decade later sugar had revolutionised the economy of

the Natal Colony and entirely replaced, in the most spectacular and

long-term manner, the weakly established efforts initially made to

grow cotton there.

The foresight of Henry Milner, who thus commenced the first

chapter of the story of the South African sugar industry, had its

origin in the limited economic facilities of the settlement around

Port Natal. Alert yet cautious in his business dealings, Henry Milner

frowned upon speculation in land and trade. Yet such was the begin-

ning in the 1820’s of Port Natal. Remote from the Cape it neverthe-

less proved attractive as an outlet for men of property and commerce.

They sought a quick profit from the uninitiated newcomer, without

a thought to investment in the slow but ultimately more rewarding

development of the hinterland, which men like Henry Milner could

visualise and for which they were prepared to plan.
There were, it is true, quite a number of intrepid pioneers such as

Isaacs, but they did little to make a settled colony. And perhaps they
could hardly be blamed for Port Natal at that time possessed even

fewer physical attractions than economic opportunities. The imme-
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of limited liability companies and the ordinance was repealed.
Nevertheless the sugar industry, though young, was sturdy and it
had advanced too far to be confined.

The twenty-third of June, 1855, was an important day for the
infant Natal sugar industry. It was especially gratifying to the

patient Henry Milner for it witnessed the first public sale of sugar
in the market square of Durban. Three wagon-loads or thirty tons

of sugar grown by the firm Milner and Miller, at Springfield, were

offered and sold at an average price of thirty shillings per hundred-

weight. The sale was conducted by the auctioneer, Robert Acutt,
who gave his services free on this memorable occasion. At the end

of the sale Henry Milner ordered a bucket of champagne in which
all present toasted the health of the proprietors of Springfield
Estate and success to the sugar enterprise.

Poor Edmund Morewood. There is bitter irony in the fact that

he, the first to visualise this neglected corner of South Africa as a

vastly fruitful land given over to the cultivation of “white gold” —

sugar
— went insolvent barely four years after he had manufactured

his own original sugar crop. All he required was a small amount of

capital and for the lack of it, he failed. At this point he disappears
completely from the scene, for he gave up and emigrated to Brazil.
It is pleasant to record that today, more than a century later, the

Three years later, in 1855, Robert

Acutt conducted the first public sale

of Natal sugar from the top ofa

wagon. Wearing a top hat for this

important occasion, Acutt gave his

services free. Afterwards, champagne
was enjoyed by all.
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THIS OUR HERITAGE

credits and acknowledgements

Devised, written and produced by

FRASER GILL & ASSOCIATES,

Public Relations Consultants, Cape Town, South Africa

Photoset on the ‘MONOPHOTO?’ Filmsetter in Cape Town by
UNION PROCESS ENGRAVING & STEREO CO. (1940) PTY. LTD.

using Bembo Series 270 — 11/13 for the text and

Bembo Bold Series 428 — 8/9 for the captions.

Pages made up, lithographed and bound in Cape Town by

MERCANTILE-ATLAS PRINTING CO. (PTY.) LTD.

on Alabaster Offset Wove Paper

supplied by Cardboard S.A. (Pty.) Ltd., Cape Town

using ink supplied by Rotaprint Ltd.

Book designed by

JULIAN ROLLNICK, B.A.(Hons.)
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LE CINEMA AU SERVICE

DE L’AGRICULTURE...

«.Jusque la, chaquesaison apportait quelquesfilms nouveaux, produit d'une année de recherches,
de mise au point et de travail patient.

Ce catalogue contient aujourd'hui quelquescentaines de titres nonveaux, dont quelques-unsont

été incorporés a notre chapitre traditionnellement réservé aux films dits « de vulgarisation agricole».

Ex supplément, et dans une 2° partie, vous tronverex de nombreux titres de films dits « récréa-

lifs, documentaires ou culturels ».

En effet, Paccueil réservé par nos emprunteurs a nos films nous contraint agréablementa enri-

chir notre collection.

A cette fin, des accords d’échangeont été contractés avec divers pays dont les méthodes dagri-
culture sont pour nous d'un intérét immédiat ou propre a susciter notre curiosité (tels ? Allemagne,
le Canada, PU. R. S. S., les Etats-Unis... ) ; dont les traditions et le mode de vie constituent un élément

qu il serait regrettable d'ignorer.
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CONDITIONS ET MODALITES

DES PRETS DE FILMS

I. BENEFICIAIRES DES PRETS

Les préts de films — entitrement gratuits — sont

réservés aux catégories d’emprunteurs suivantes :

Catégorie1. Services extérieurs du Ministére de

PAgriculture, Directeurs des Services

Agricoles et  Vétérinaires, Ecoles
d@’Agriculture et d’Enseignement Ména

ger Agricole, Services Forestier et du

Génie rural, Services de la Protection

es végétaux, etc. EMPRUNTEURS

PRIORITAIRES.

Catégorie2. Foyers Ruraux, Instituteurs chargés de

cours post-scolaires agricoles, organi-
sations professionnelles agricoles. EM-

PRUNTEURS DE SECONDEPRIO-

RITE

Catégorie3. Tous animateurs d’associations, de

groupements ou de clubs d’éducation,
information ou de culture rurale ou

non, dans la mesure des disponibilités
en films.

Chaque emprunteur est — apres agrément — téper-
torié sur un fichier spécial le classant dans une des

catégories ci-dessus. Une lettre d’agrément est adres—

sée, une fois pour toutes, aux emprunteurs des caté-

gories 2 et 3 qui en feront la demande et qui rempli-
ront les conditions générales de prét et de projection.

Chaque demande d’agrémentdevra étre revétue,

pour les catégories 2 et 3, de avis de M. ’Ingénieur
en Chef, Directeur des Services Agricoles du dépar-
tement considéré.

Il. DEMANDES DE PRETS

Toutes les demandes de préts seront établies sur des

imprimés spéciaux mis 4 la disposition des emprun-
teurs par le Service Cinématographique ou par les

Directions Départementales des Services Agricoles.

Pour étre satisfaites, les demandes de préts de films

devront parvenir au Service cinématographique quinze
Jours avant a date prévue pour la ou les séances.

Ill. RESERVATION, EXPEDITION ET RE-

TOUR DES FILMS

FAiuitjoursavant a réception des films, ?emprunteur
recevta un avis de réservation lai donnant /a liste des

films qui lui seront adressés ainsi que les dates trés

précises de lexpédition da colis et de son retour au

Service Cinématographique.

Un bordereau &expédition parviendra a ?emprunteur
en méme temps que les colis de films.

Il est rappelé 4 ce sujet que le Service Cinémato-

graphique dispose de la franchise postale avec tous les

Services extérieurs et les Maities des Communes.

Les films devront étre retournés par Pemprunteurdans les délais prescrits (et qu’il a d’ailleurs luicméme

indiqués dans ses demandes de préts), a l’aide d’une

étiquette spéciale placée dans les boites qui lui per-
mettra de bénéficier de la franchise, a condition que
la réexpédition ait lieu par la poste.

Les envois de films sont normalement suspendus du

ry juillet au 1y septembre, pour permettre Vinventaire,
la remise en état ou le renouvellement des collections.

V. DUREE DES PRETS

Les préts sont normalement consentis pour une

durée de six jours, délais de routage non compris. Les

emprunteurs prioritaires et, dans certains cas parti
culiers, les emprunteurs des autres catégories,pour-
ront bénéficier de préts plus longs, mais en aucun cas

il ne pourra étre fait eer a a la durée du prét
aprés réception,

PatPemprunteur, de Pavis de réser

vation des film

Aucun envoi ne sera fait a un emprunteur qui
détiendrait encore des films -aprés le délai normale-

ment consenti. ee

a
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V. PROJECTION DES FILMS

Il est recommandé aux emprunteurs de manipuler,
projeter et emballer les films avec la plus grande pré-
caution. Ils voudront bien tenir compte du prix trés

élevé des copies qui leur sont confiées ainsi que des

soins apportés, par le Service Cinématographique, a

leur expédier du matériel toujours en parfait état

(bobines rouges, boites marron)qui ne doit étre

échangé en aucun cas.

Les séances au cours desquelles sont projetés les

films doivent étre gratuites. Il est notamment interdit

utiliser les films au cours d’une séance de caractére

commercialayant donné lieu 4 une entrée

VI. COMPTE RENDU DES SEANCES

AU bordereau dexpedition des tims est jointe une

fiche d'appréciation (jaune) que, dans tous les cas,

Pemprunteur devra retourner au Service Cinémato-

graphique aussitét aprés l'utilisation des films. Il devra

y porter obligatoirementle nombre des séances et le

nombre total des spectateurs. II est mvité a y noter les

films selon le code recommandé et 4 faire ses obser-

vations ou ses suggestions en vue de contribuer a

Pamélioration technique et artistique des films.

VII. DETERIORATION DES COPIES

En cas de perte ou de détérioration totale ou seule-

ment partielle d’une copie, le dommage sera 4 la

charge de l’emprunteur. Chaque film, vérifié: au

départ du Service Cinématographique, contient, dans

sa boite, une fiche de vérification qui permet de définir

la nature et le responsable de V’accident.

Il est vivement conseillé aux emprunteurs de con-

tracter une assurance films contre tout risque de dété-

rioration, de perte ou de vol de films.

WITT TATED ATT AATO

Sera privé temporairement puis définitivement des

films du Service Cinematogtapbiquetout emprunteur
qui ne respec
rees et qui, otamment$

— Détériorera plusieurs fois de suite un film ;
— Passera les films qu’il détient, directement a un

autre emprunteur ;

Ne retournera pas au Serviteles fiches statis-

tiques (fiches jaunes) ;
Ne respectera pas les délais de prét ;

— Projettera les films dans d’autres conditions que
celles prévues au patagraphe

TAMPA
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Candidats @ la présidence

ues
élections présidentielles de 1956 et

a campagne électorale desRepublicanet des Démocrates, aux Etats-Unis

Destin hors série

Les différentes étapes de la carriére du
Président Eisenhower.

Dwight Eisenhower, 34° Président des
Etats-Unis‘ats—

Cérémonie d’investiture du Président

Eisenhower, le 20 janvier 1953

Président Eisenhower, seconde inat-

guration

Le 20 janvier 1957.

Les femmes et la vie civiqne

Les activités d’ordre politique, social et

culturel d’un groupe de femmes améri-

ines.

La liberté de la presse

La Presse libre et responsable, aux Etats-
Unis.

Naissance d'une loi

Dittersposses
d’élaboration Pune loi

x Etats-Uni

On élit un président

Le premier mardi de novembre, jour
@élection aux Etats-Unis. pergu de

yoeeenisationdu gouvernement améri-

in, de son systéme électoral.

Opinion publique et action politique
Responsabilités d’un membre du Congrés
des Etats-Unis.

La petite ville

Madison, une petite ville des Etats-Unis
composée en grande partie d’Européens
de tout pays.

Une nation élit son président

ae ers aspects d’une élection aux Etats—
Uni

Vv E POLITIQUE ET RELATIONS INTERNATIONALES

w
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Woodrow Wilson,  porte-parole de
Pavenir

La

wiepolitiqueessBeOn:Président

des s-Unis premiérees ‘mondice'¢et ne du Traité
de Versailles.

Le cordonnier et le chapelier

Moralité du film : « Tous les
pays

du

continent ne doivent former qu’un seul
méme marché ».

L’ Ambassade de la Concorde

L’Ambassade des Etats-Unis a Paris.

Préparer la paix

La paix souhaitée par les citoyens amé-

ricains.

Plan pour la paix

Le contréle et la réduction des arme-

ments ; l’abolition des armes atomiques.

La woie de la paix

Le réle médiateur jou€é par ’O.N.U.

Le prix.Nobel de la paix
Histoire du Prix Nobel.

Rapport des Nations-Unies sur les

prisonniers de guerre

Reportage sur un camp de prisonniers
de guerre des Nations-Unies en Corée.
Comment sont appliquées les clauses de
la Convention de Genéve de 1949

Edith Sampson

vie, Zcarriére, ae
Wun déléguénea a VAssemblée Générale des

Nations-Unies

Les forces de la paix

Comment les nationsoccidentales dépo-
sérent les armes a la fin di

réarmer dans le but commun de Pinaue
da: pai

Alliance pour la paix

L’Organisationdu Pacte Nord Atlan-

ique.Ses objectifs, ses ‘ealisitions,

3.
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Autour d'une table Europe, bunaine aventure

Organisation et fonctionnement de| 20 noir et blanc] | Evolution de ’Europe a travers les ages,} 64° noir et blanc
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is a hard mistress, easy and at the same time, dangerous to live with,

a paradox.
Easy, because she presents her own apathies, the hypnosis of the seasons, the

watching for rain, all the old primitive lullabies that end with sleep.
Dangerous, because of that, because her people do what is expected of them,

they live up to their name.

It is difficult to write of any village without the colour of preconceptions,
mythical or legendary. It can be ‘pretty’, ‘friendly’, ‘charming’ or ‘remote’.

Nothing else will do for it, nothing at all. So, armed with these pictures, we

sit down and let our imagination spread, image upon image of duckponds
and policemen, thick boots and sanitation, rose and thatch. We see the inhab-

itants as vague archetypes, full of dreadful innocence, ignorant of the Fall.

We see them dancing in meadows, covered with ribbons and bells. At the best,

they curl up with a good book, look after wealthy relatives or retire, dumb and

florid, at sixty, clad in a maelstrom of tweed. It is all there in the mind and

nothing will move it until England herself is concreted over.



VISION IN A VILLAGE

Most of these phantoms, of course, are imaginary
but there are many real dangers to be faced if one

lives and works in an isolated community. Creation
needs stimulus, the constant rubbing against new

minds and ideas. Villages get only their visitors.
Creation must unify, but, contrary to belief, villages
often exist in a state of submerged chaos, a private
limbo whose attacks, gossips and intrigues are con-

ditioned by centuries of similar behaviour. Their
causes may have been medieval, but the game is just
as fresh today as it ever was.

This, then, is the preamble to a short history, the

story of a small print shop ina tiny village and may

help to show how, in spite of its environment, it

tried to keep its head clear and its eyes open. It is

the story of a kind of vision, not earth-shaking per-

haps, but indomitable: it implies the constant strug-
gle to balance experience against capital and it may,
in the last resort, give the flicker of courage to those

larger enterprises who have considered print only as

a fixed inexhaustible media, solid as Abraham and

changeless as the hills.
There is a corner of Hampshire, where it nudges

Wiltshire, which is known as Hazlitt country and
about villages, he said... .. . never mind what he

said, we have made it confusing enough as it is. The

firm we speak of, lives here and the village it pin-
points is Wallop. You see what we are up against?

As if that were not enough, one has only to admit

that it was the birthplace of Lady Godiva and the
comic undertones become enormous. People ask why
she left, holding their sides. They retreat to corners

and. discuss her later career, shaking their heads

sadly over the second-ratepublicists of today.
But leave she did, for her own good reasons and

gave the world another kind of vision, humorous on

one level, but in its true depth, a public humility,
irrevocably modest.

Wallop itself runs with an upper stream of the

River Test, from Over to Middle to Nether, all

Wallops, a long skein cut into the Downs, inhabited

since the Bronze Age. There, the chalk sucks water

all the year and what it is given, it keeps, Saxon and

spear, bone and iron preserved, upright in the white
soil.

In this unlikely outpost and undeterred by its

tribal memories, Gordon C. Gumn founded BAS

Printers Limited, twelve years ago. His object at that

time was simple and direct, the designing and print-
ing of firework labels. Fireworks? Wallop? Ah, well.

The search for the techniques necessary to give
easy reproduction to free design, inevitably led him

to the camera and one day he stood, (rather like

Cortez?) and discovered offset-lithography.
Re-discovered, of course, but that step has brought

BAS all the way to photo-composition and that is a

hell of a long way further than some.

During those twelve years, an unwritten precept
has been established. It is the theory that no idea has
ever been fully exploited. By extensive reading, by
making comparison against the high Continental and

American print standard and by the natural inter-

course of men who want to talk about their trade,
new ideas are caught and held. They are discussed

and rejected, resurrected and fought over. Their very
existence is doubted. Out of this argument, a kind of

inverse logic is born. In effect, someone will say, ‘Yes,
it runs pretty well, this way. Now I wonder —if we

reversed it...”

Silly, of course, but you never know.

This sort of resolution has no dogma, but its

empiricism can be equally ruthless. BAS feel, not

quite like Ford, that history is bunk unless you con-

tinue to make it.

In the pursuit of this, they have shot from offset
to letterpress and back again, pausing only to put in

their own camera, colour-separating, plate-making
and artwork departments on the way. Their letter-

press still thrives and their typography, always seen

as their raison d’étre, has already shown its teeth.

They did make one small, rather sad, foray into the

mystique of silk screen printing but this was stopped,
by general consent, because the pulley squealed.
There is, after all, a limit to the adaptability of man.

BAS have always felt that insufficient is being done

to give the smaller print consumer attractive and

economically-produced literature. To reach this end,
they have trained their own personnel and fought
their own way.

Revolution starts in small and private places. With

photo-composition, they have aided and abetted it.

Tt was not bloodless, it needed commemoration and

Mrs Beatrice Warde went down to see this justice
done. She confronted them with the charming juxta-
position of a gay hat and the drive of an Archbishop.
They in turn, showed her the metabolism of positive
turned negative and back again, an infinity of mir-

rors. She stood and admired, as woman should in

front of any glass.
When she had gone, BAS breathed a deep breath

and then got on with it. They began to feel that per-

haps they had arrived.
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T° decide on a particular filmsetter takes more than an afternoon’s

shopping. B.A.S. reviewed them all and chose a ‘Monophoto’ machine.

From the outset, its products gave no problems and were accepted as

being beyond criticism.

Make-up, however, needed more consideration. There is an accepted

method, in which a membrane, carrying the image emulsion, is stripped
from the film and then transferred after correction to a wrong-reading

positive, ready for printing-down to deep-etch plates. It is excellent for

certain classes of work, but it was decided to hold it in reserve and in-

vestigate some of the other potentialities obviously inherent in film.

There was one observation to be remembered, that the best work is

generally done ‘rough’. The great artist grabs form by the tail and hauls it

out of chaos. He must be able to forget his medium, to let nothing come

between his eye and his judgement. If this is true of the great, it is true also

of the lesser and there is profit in it for both.
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In a jobbing office, such as BAS, there is

always a multiplicity of customers and their de-

mands can be exotic, precise, or incoherent. To

shuffle them into their hearts’ desire called for a

method of typographical imposition that would

be both fluid and stable,
strong and _ delicate.

| Membrane is delicate,
but compositors seldom

are, thank God, they
sometimes work in win-

dy corridors and curse

their trade. It was felt

that, in their gradual but

inevitable metamorpho-
sis from metal to film composition they might
welcome an additional technique, one that could

almost be ignored as they worked with it.

An answer was found in thin-base film. 3-thou.

thick, it is stable and it handles well. In all ways it

seemed an admirable material, one that could be

held in the hand, like metal. But there is all the

world between turning out galleys of this film on

a filmsetter and reading a final one-piece positive
or negative, ready for printing-down. In be-

tween lie the mechanics of correction, the

vagaries of authors, and the extrapolation of

typographers, good, bad or indifferent. So a

parallel was drawn between all known methods of

make-up and in every case the same analogy was

found. One sets in galley, the pieces are broken

down, shaped and reformed, and the fragments
are re-imposed into a single master, clean and

ready for the vacuum frame. | say ‘clean’, be-

cause, quite reasonably, plate makers have un-

even tempers.

Again, a transfer or contact seemed always to

be needed to make the parts whole. This is true

of stripping film and true again where the final

product must be a negative, suitable for surface

plates. Finally, there were two other factors, one

self-evident and one proved by experience, to be

remembered. The first, that it is more pleasing
and more accurate to work in positive form with

the image right-reading to the eye. The second,
that it is always better to have a final master posi-
tive or negative that is wrong-reading as seen

through the emulsion side, and that if a contact

has to be made, it should always be emulsion fo

emulsion. So the product needed from a ‘Mono-

photo’ filmsetter would by this appear to be

thin-based and would have to be right-reading.
Unfortunately, BAS had asked for, and got, a

wrong-reading master negative assembly and the

problem caused the usual metaphorical scratch-

ing of heads. In the end it was quite simple,
really. One had only to look at a ‘Monophoto’
machine and see it for what it was. A camera,

beautifully animated. So they used a camera pro-

cedure, got some Ilford Formalith G3.71 D film and

photo-composed through its base. It worked per-

fectly, on the right shutter and iris settings, no

halation or irradiation, a full density range and the

characters so exposed, clear and definitive

enough to pass the highest subsequent scrutiny.

A product had been achieved. Its manipula-
tion needs perhaps a few more paragraphs.

Set in Grotesque 215

Composedry
a ‘Monophoto’ Hes

and set
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THE compositor accepts his envelope of film, thin-base,

right-reading. No furniture, white space is free if you

photo-compose. How does he make it up? Most of the

matter is of course, pre-planned; sizes, leading and spacing-
out already calculated, density and product (positive — negative — emulsion side),
allowed for, according to the final dictates of machining. He may have a layout, or a |

paste-up for bigger jobs, dye-line galley proofs cut and roughly pasted to imposition. |Or he may, more generally, be offered only the fly size, number of folios and possible
margins.

At BAS this is normally considered quite sufficient to work on, there is enough |

fluidity in the medium to allow second thoughts, or even second to a power of thought.

§

SACRAMENTS

Photo-composition exemplified in a full range of jobbing leaflets.
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So he makes a key sheet, showing margin and trim, on

acetate film, using a yellow pencil to allow show-through
of grid lines. He mounts this on a grid, incremented in

six point squares. The grid is placed in a glass frame with

a light behind it, anglepoise, or tubular. Over the grid
and key sheets he fixes two sheets of ‘Vybak’ laminated

together by simple rolling. They are laminated to give
extra rigidity, because the photo-composed film is on

thin-base rather than membrane and with only one

‘Vybak’ sheet, the film tends to ‘spring’.
The ‘Vybak’ is cleaned thoroughly with anti-static

paste, which

ee
increases adhesion, and is now

ready to take the type-t

The compositor cs his type. He uses his eye; his

style and his grid. Where he puts his film, there it stays,

by atmospheric pressure. If he wants to stand it on its

head (and some’do), he stands it on its head. Thin-base
is tough. It can be -moved indefinitely, the whole job can

be completely re-imposed right up to press. In this free-

dom liesan_escape from the matheémiatically-precise
layout sheet. The compositor can do the ‘roughage’ and

the chief comp. or typographer can adjust its finesse, or

ten ima line, at one walk-round. One might say that the

forme is always unlocked. Asymmetrical design becomes

practicable as well as fashionable.

Corrections are no real problem, no ‘more than they
ever will be. They are set in galley and in line, preferably,
to give more face surface to the ‘Vybak’ or vacuum-sheet.

They are pre-trimmed, one by. one, with a simple hand-

guillotine: cutting close to the serifs, and the fault lines
are cut from the body in thes:Same way, or by scissors if

‘Monotype’ verniers, incremented in half points frony

six to twenty-four backed with pure PVC and laminated

together swith ssomebody’s home wringer. The correc-

tion linéis positioned ona strip-of appropriate body size,
it adheres;is picked up and transferred to the job (vernier
lines mated to existing type foot lines), the transfer strip
is rolled:off and: the correction line is left exactly in

position, Andaf-the grey: scale is matched to the original,
no-one will-ever know; except perhaps the compositor,
who dreams bad dreams of authors anyway.

The imposition is completed to any multipleof pages,
the number being governed.only by the size of the frame.

With a. big light ‘table, ‘sixty-four folios are ‘perfectly.
feasible. When it is:ready the compositor has, in effect,
a hundred*or-a thousand pieces: of type-film held to-

gether by the: vacuum: sheet. He: has broken down the

galleys and reformed:and-it‘is time to contact into a

one-piece master ready. to: print-down, to:send away or to

store. So'itgoes.to the darkroom for,processing.
If the final job-has.a short run and therefore calls only

for a surface pre-sensitized or albumen plate, the make-

up is contacted with point-source Jight, emulsion to

emulsion, either to a translucent paper or film negative,
depending on the register required. For half-tones,
‘windows’ of exposed film cut to size, are placed in the

original positive make-up. They show as white on the

negative and the half-tone negatives are flapped to them

on the emulsion side. The finished negative is printed-
down to the plate.

body“else should:

Again, BAS are finding more and more demands from

trade houses for negatives as such, due to the increasing
use of surface pre-sensitized plates by these houses.

Finally, there is of course, the call for negatives where

photo-composition is being used for letterpress wrapa-
round . plates, powderless-etched, or Dycril photo-
polymer. In all these cases, the negative is made by con-

tact from the positive make-up, as it is not considered

really efficient to composé in negative form originally.
Onehas to correct and mask out spare white, an elabo-

rateSeer
when added to the difficulties’ of .align-

Se deep etch

aire
a

panne
+ oe positive is

essential. The problem.has:always,Jain in the transfer of
the composite make-up to apee master. One way,
where the type is on stripping film, is to.transfer it to

clear acetate or membrane by heat welding or glue.
BAS, who favour. the heavier, thin-base film, have pre-
ferred to use the new Ozalid materials. In short, they
contact their make-up directly to black-line Ozafilm,emulsion to emulsion, under ultra-violet arcs. ThiS gives
them, in effect, an auto-positive, wrong-reading, ready
for printing-down. By angling the arcs, they lose 90% or

all-of the background, and any residual butt lines are

scraped, easily and quickly..There is thus no stopping-
out. Qzafilm is only:a quarter the cost‘of camera film, it
is dry-developed in daylight and BAS say that it appears
to possess something of the'stability of Turkish armour-

plate.
‘or repro. work, they use Ozahix, either working

directly-from positive type-film or, if necessary, correct-

ing and using an Ozafilm sub-master as'a-between-stage.
When a job is completed the make-up goes back to the

comp, room. The *Vybak? is stripped’ clean for further

use, and the film sorts‘are classified and stored. On thin-

base, they can be used-indeéfinitely. for correction or dis-

play and BAS have delicate visions of seeing the equiva-
Jent of a hundred tons of.type,hangingint little envelopes
‘on. the wall:

BAGS: say:
e Dont buy a rightreading.master negative assem-

bly: You-can: get all you want with a wrong-readin:
~@ Check your grey scales all the way through. Black

lines can be murder.

= Qn big jobs use proofs: pasted-up from galleys.
The*comp. hasa rough master/to work from and he

makes ‘up corrections with text. Hsis cleaner and quicker
that way.

Keep your“Vybak’ clean and polished, thus main-

tainmg a full vacuum: Nature may abhor. it, but no-

Set in Ehrhardt 453 & 573
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VISION IN A VILLAGE

The Form

WE have given a short history of BAS and we have described some of the processes they have,
developed, especially in the new and bloody arena of photo-composition. The whole

thing is, of course, only an incident in the history of print, but then Man himself is

an incident, although, he believes, an exciting one. He has always first imagined his

problems, economic, political or social-religious, then solved them.

Today he equates fission-fusion then lies awake wondering how to escapefrom it. Tomorrow,
if he survives at all, he will discover the schism that is forming in his own personality,
the drift of his technologyfrom his art, the war between his body and his soul. In

print there lies at least a doubtful marriage, there is technology in its conception,
but art in its form.

BAS have, perhaps unconsciously, realised this, so that their contribution, now and in the future,
cannot be called unimportant. In their little village they make a microcosm that is typical
in most ways, they work hard and sometimes late, they look at the posters in the Under-

ground, they support families and football teams. In a firm of their size and limited

capital, it would have been natural for them to imitate, to progress by inches and still

to prosper in a mild, market-town sort of way. Instead, they have recognised that print
communicates by the word, and gave it the impetus of ‘Monophoto’ filmsetting, thus

marrying machinery to design.

Why a ‘Monophoto’ filmsetter particularly:

? Well, as they put it, you don’t need an electrician with a

bag of screwdrivers.

To get the typographic results they want and still enable their people to work under no constraint,
they have developed certain processes or tools. Their contribution to mechanics has

been to realise that if a tool is made, someone will use it.

Their gift to metaphysics has been the knowledge that one day it will be

perfectly possible to live happily, even with a seven-storey computer.
ne final word. B.A.S. PRINTERS aan Bae formed another

company, MonotitH PLa™ coer

eee
oe Heed’ oc

Panyraaetypesetters in phot:-compesidonand will try to

specialize in illustrated educational and childrens’

books, using the larger type sizes.

I hope thatthis small, energetic firm will get the

Kind and quantity of workthat its ambition deserves.

Designed and filmset by
Monolith Plates Limited

Over Wallop, Hampshire. Printed offset-lithography by
B.A.S. Printers Limited

Over Wallop, Hampshire
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Filmsetting...a personal point of view

Filmsetting
Filmsetting
Hilmsetting’
‘Filmsetting



Filmsetting

a personal point of view

In 1960 production facilities at our Westerham factory became

inadequate, and it was therefore decided to open another

factory at neighbouring Biggin Hill. This was partly to in-

crease production facilities and partly to obtain experience

for a major new factory planned for erection in the Spring of

1962. It was decided that this interim new factory should

depend for its supply of ‘type’ on a Filmsetter. Filmsetting

itself is not a new invention, a perfectly practical Filmsetter

having been patented by Friese Greene in 1895. Filmsetting
has now reached such efficiency in production that the days
of hot metal must surely be numbered.

It is sensible for a Letterpress printer to obtain consider-

able experience in the handling of film before installing

Filmsetting equipment, since producing the film is a rela-

tively simple problem. There are many difficulties thereafter

since Filmsetting calls for completely new composing room

practices and changes in technique. It will be appreciated

that putting in a Filmsetter before a film make-up depart-

ment is equivalent to installing a hot metal caster with no

composing room.

We ourselves had considerable experience in handling film

at Westerham in our letterpress factory and had, for the

previous three years, been running an improvised film make-

up department using trade set material from different types

of Filmsetter. We had, therefore, available to us at this new

factory, compositors with the ability to visualise the make-

up, and who staff the film make-up department. Working

with film, light boxes replace frames and some system of

grids or lining-up devices must be employed to check the

made up position before platemaking.

Proofs can be pulled with ease by means of a special

machine. This machine gives two kinds of proof —one could

be called galley and the other is superior to that of a repro-

duction proof by letterpress. Both proofs compare very

favourably with traditional methods in quality and cost.

After most careful consideration we therefore installed a

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter at Biggin Hill. This we felt enabled

us to double up, with minor modifications, on our existing

keyboard equipment and meant that we had plant with which

our existing ‘Monotype’ staff had some experience and possi-

bility of understanding. We also felt that a ‘Monophoto’ Film-

setter was a tried machine in production in England. Further-

more, a machine which it was possible for us to maintain and

service without venturing too far at this stage into the realms

of electronics. This has, in fact, proved the case, the results

so far having exceeded our wildest expectations. The first

a
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WESTERHAM PRESS

major problem that we met with on our ‘Monophoto’ machine

was the question of corrections, which of course applies to all

Filmsetters. The problem of corrections is often held up asa

grave disadvantage with film, but surely does not this also

apply to ‘hot metal’ setting? How many young compositors

are employed on making galley corrections to type from the

caster. Errors which should never have been introduced in

the first case? Filmsetting undoubtedly highlights the

necessity for getting clean copy off the Filmsetter. There is

a vital need for the most urgent keyboard development. It is

essential with the Filmsetter and probably with a hot metal

keyboard if one thinks about it. One should be able to read

the material as it is set before it is cast or filmset. Then,

providing one has some means of identifying the positions of

the various words and lines the corrections can be quite

easily spliced in the appropriate position into the paper roll.

By this means the product of the Filmsetter would always be

clean and corrected.

At this stage no doubt the question of author’s corrections

will be raised. The education of print buyers to supply

corrected copy and desist from the practice of writing ma-

terial when they see a proof is outside the province of this

article, but it is an aspect which cannot be ignored if print

production is to
tak d

ti f the
iliti

available.

We consider that the application of an automatic developer

to filmsetting serves a very useful purpose. Especially if

more than one Filmsetter is in use. This ensures constant

quality and is fully automatic in operation.

Design opportunities for Filmsetters are not in them-

selves immediately apparent. One assumes that the designer

designs and that the printer’s job is to reproduce it. As far

as that goes the Filmsetter is merely a vehicle and a means

of reproducing the designer’s requirements. Theoretically it

should not matter over-much to the designer whether his

work is printed by one means or another, provided the result

is what is required. However, when one comes to the question

of type design for the Filmsetter completely new vistas are

opened up. Surely it will be possible to produce a type design

appropriate to the age in which we live.

Only one set of matrices are required, giving a complete

range of sizes, and with the application of distorting lenses

and mirrors it is possible to produce from one letter form an

expanded, condensed or sloping version of the design. This

will offer great possibilities to the designer and will remove

printing from the realms of ‘Bankers Georgian’ where it has

languished far too long.

The economics of Filmsetting are obvious. The absence of

metal, the increase in productivity, with much cleaner

working conditions add up to major changes in the structure

of the printing industry.

The Filmset pages you are reading here were printed letter-

press on Heidelberg Cylinders from ‘Lithotex’ plates supplied

by Pictorial Machinery Limited.
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=e répressif s’ayére rentable
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=— la crainte des sanctions sé-
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2See
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= de la circulation.

"est la raison TOETaquelle
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du 27 mai 1957 a aggravé
peines prévues en cas d’in-

ction au code de la route.
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: et le fait de conduire en
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r les autres

ecessité.
faire les autorités pour réduire le nofnigedes

est la politique actuellement

le questions

sussuclis
a bien voulu répondre M. Albert Lilar, Ministre de

la Justice

Nous vous livrons ci-aprésJe texte de cette interviewqui met

Ceci a amené les gouverne-
ments successifs a rechercher
les moyens d’accroitre la sécu-
rité de la circulation par une

een ou préventive que ré-

pre:

Patriles pores préventidont la mise e e dépén
de divers” Gienens on

peut citer :

10)Paméliorationdu réseau
routier et de la signalisation
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FIVE HUNDRED

Since the installation of our first ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter in Basildon,

many people have enquired the reasons for such a bold step being taken

by arelatively small Company. Also, many have said, ‘“‘You are at least

five years too early with such a venture”’

The basic reasons for installing ‘Monophoto’
plant instead of the more conventional ‘‘hot-

metal” typesetting equipment are as follows:

1 We had no mechanical typesetting machin-

ery at the time, and it seemed better to con-

sider completely new methods rather than to

tag along behind our “big brothers” in the

industry and mimic their old and tried methods

which are now obsolescent.

2 A method of reproduction of the printed
word was required which could be adapted for

use with any form of printing process without

uneconomic use of labour or materials. Also,
we sought a medium containing the possibility
of improvements in quality and the ability to

provide a better service to print-users.

YEARS

AFTER
To those who have said that we are prema-

ture with Filmsetting, we reply that the print-
ing industry in this country is, generally

speaking, some years behind its overseas com-

petitors; there are, of course, a few notable

exceptions. This time-lag is due, to some ex-

tent, to the tendency of the industry to coagu-

late into a few Groups so large that decisions

affecting the modernisation of their printing

plants require prolonged, not to say tortuous,

consideration.

It is only the smaller companies which re-

main in a position to make quick decisions in-

oe
expenditure of capital on new equip-

nt.

However, we do not wish to be regarded as a

small firm just deciding to ‘‘Have a go” witha

novel idea in the henethat it mightprove, by
mere chance, to be a “‘Klondik

Some seven or eight years ago,there were

high-level discussions between some of the

heads of large firms concerning the future of

the industry, and the use of Filmsetting, in

conjunction with offset and gravure printing.
Word of this seeped through to us, although, at

time, our main business was the produc-
tion of small items of general and office print-

ing and stationery. Photoprint Plates Ltd.,

associated company, H. & G. Farmer, Ltd., had

only a diminutive plant consisting of two 50-

year-old small letterpress machines and a

F’Cap Folio office offset machine.

The ‘“‘sellers’ market” for print was begin-

ning to fade and it was obvious that, if the

business was to be developed under competi-
tive conditions, some radical changes would

have to be made.

The following considerations were therefore

reviewed:

1 Offset printing appeared to be on the in-

crease, due to itseconomy and speed.

similar work, and its installation involved

colossal amounts of capital
8 Letterpress printing appeared to be waste-

ful of labour, capital and working space, ex-

cept for certain short-run work, such as peri-
odicals up to circulations of about 5,000 printed
in black, with few illustrations, if an,

4 The advent of colour ehotoetannyfull-

colour cinema films and the possibility of col-

our television in the not-too-distant future,

pointed to a growing demand for 4-colour pro-

cess printing.

We decided that the best way of expanding
our business would be to concentrate on the

production of printed matter by offset-litho

and to build up our plant to produce general

jobbing work, while keeping in mind such

H.R. FARMER, FRSA

Managing Director

Photoprint Plates Ltd.



markets as books and periodicals with runs

from 3,000 copies up to 250,000 copies.

With regard to these last two items, it was

already realised that sheet-fed offset Perfector

machines for black and white work such as

books, and reel-fed multi-colour offset mach-

ines for full-colour periodicals, would soon be

available and would prove to be the most eco-

nomical for those types of work.

Being a small firm, we could not possibly
embark on the installationof such plant with

our existing resources. Even if we could have

raised sufficient capital, there was little point
in doing so until the reproduction and plate-

making side of the business was sufficiently

equipped and manned to produce the printing

plates necessary for such a venture.

Therefore, we began with the installation of

small high-speed offset presses, but soon it was

evident that further progress demanded satis-

factory reproduction facilities of our own.

As a result, our plans were changed and the

further expansion of actual printing produc-
tion was stopped. Instead, Photoprint Plates

Ltd., was formed, to provide a comprehensive

reproduction and plate-making service for our

larger erstwhile competitors, who were in a

better position to provide capital for the in-

stallation of large and expensive offset presses.

Firstly, we set out to produce small offset

plates of a simple nature and then gradually

expanded the scope of our work until, at the

beginning of 1958, we were producing plates up

to Quad Demy size.

In February of that year, we became the

first firm in Europe to install ‘Monophoto’

Filmsetting equipment and, within weeks of

this event we had also acquired an electronic

scanning camera for producing colour-sepa-
rated and colour-corrected negatives for 4-

colour process half-tone work.

After a brief interval for experimentation
and the training of skilled staff in the new

methods involved, we were ready to go into

full production with both of these additions to

our plant.
Then followed a long period of almost heart-

breakingly hard work, trying to convince cli-

ents of the usefulness of these innovations.

Although we completed filmsetting a paper-

back novel in the Autumn of 1958 and then com-

menced the regular monthly filmsetting and

reproduction of ‘‘The Small Offset User’’, it

as not until the middle of 1959 that we were

getting enough jobs to do on our ‘Monophoto’
Filmsetter to keep it fully occupied.

Then work flooded in and the Filmsetter was

soon operating 24 hours a day. Even this did

not enable us to keep up with the demand, so

a second unit was installed in July, 1959.

We were then turning out an average of four

or five books, of various kinds, each month.

However, the pressure slackened off early in

1960, due to one of our major customers reduc-

ing the flow of work to us through his not hav-

ing sufficient to keep his own “‘hot-metal”

typesetting plant fully occupied. This position
is now righting itself however, and we antici-

pate that our Filmsetting plant will again be

operating ‘‘twice round the clock”’ before long.

Although the hesitation of many printers to

take up this new method of producing type-
matter can be explained, to some extent, we

cannot understand why publishers hesitate to

suggest that their work should be produced in

this way, since they would have immediate

benefit in reduction of costs, and, in the offset

printing of illustrated books, improvement of

quality. Also, there are such considerations as

the saving on reprints and type rental.

One of the largest filmsetting jobs we have

done is ‘Family World Geography” which con-

sists of 480 pp Demy 4to., of typematter set in

8on9 pt. Plantin, in 14 ems measure, three col-

umns to a page. This work was very heavily
corrected in both galley and page-proof stages.

n two colours throughout, it was printed in

Holland by the well-known firm of Messrs. Van

Leer & Co. Ltd. In the future, they are unlikely
to attempt to reproduce such important works

of this nature, where quality is important, by
the outmoded method of setting in “‘hot-

metal’, pulling reprosand then photographing.
In spite of the heavy author’s corrections already
mentioned, the work was produced at a price on

which no other method could have improved.
It is now almost certain that Messrs. Van

Leer will be influenced by their customers’

gratificationwith the improvement,which is

evident, gained from ‘
Filmsetting.

aps we are ‘‘five years too early’, but

could it prove to be that many printers (and

publishers) might wake up in five years’ time

to find that they are that much too late?

The publishing and printing of books be-

comes more of an international business as

the years go by and it appears that, at the pre-

sent time, the firms concerned in this country
do seem to be “letting the grass grow under

their feet’’. Has there ever before been such a

spate of cheap reprintings (of
poor

quality) of

foreign titles in this country? Is it really

cheaper to print and publish in North America

than here? Or can it be that the majority of

our population are looking for a ‘‘fast easy

Buck” with no risk of suffering from brainfag
or calloused hands?

Having fully exercised our brains, and hard-

ened our own hands, we are not now afraid of

“sticking out our necks’’. Given the capital,
we'd install twenty more ‘Monophoto’ Film-

setters tomorrow, and a battery of offset Per-

fectors, sheet-fed and reel-fed multi-colour

machines, and really show the way modern

printing ought to be turned out. Even web-fed

rotary a
aa will one day come into its

own again, when someone can supply, good

material a cheap photo-polymer plates!

Perhaps, after all, ‘Monotype’, George Mann,
Crabtree and all the other up-to-date manu-

facturers of modern machinery should wait

another 500 years to ‘‘sell” their wares to the

majority oepea
potential customers in this

country main satisfied to continue

“doing mecSauatnenesdid’? !!

This inset was set on a

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter in

Tonic, Series

aprinted
é

in Eng and b

Clarke and ‘SherwellTd.using
the sphstoahavure process. mmhhhm@m
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With a ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter —

the Sky’s the Limit by gric Hott

How the pioneer user in Australia is proving by practical experience
that his Filmsetter is a profitable approach to printing by any process

G. W. Hall & Co. of Chatswood, near Sydney, has

always been an unusually progressive print shop.
Established in the heart of an extremely busy sub-

urban commercial centre, the company has devel-

New Production Techniques Used to

ProducethisIssue

ThE “MoNopHoro’ Finserser is now
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re
oped its general and job printing service to a high

degree, invariably meeting short delivery notice, and

coping with the endless variations in printing re-

quirements inevitable in such a business.

The present general manager, Alex Lennox, rep-

resents the third generation of his family to control

the business, which was established in 1915. It is

still a family partnership.
Realizing that satisfactory profits can only be

guaranteed when all production delays are elimi-

nated, Lennox set about building up a full comple-
ment of efficient, modern equipment, not only in the

printing department, but in ancillary departments
as well. He was determined that, apart from engrav-

ing, the company should be self-contained, with

its own composing equipment and bindery.
He made a close study of the various systems of

mechanical composition and found that ‘Monotype’
machines appealed to him most strongly. The quali-
ty of the product was one of the deciding factors,
for G. W. Hall & Co. had a proud tradition for

quality printing. The wide range of production
also made a strong appeal to a company whose work

includes tabular, display and other settings which

go beyond the routine demands of straight text.

In 1952, therefore, having trained and qualified
as a Keyboard operator, he invested in a ‘Mono-

type’ Keyboard and Composition Caster capable of

display casting up to 36 point, and installed the

equipment in a corner of the Chatswood print shop.
Space was certainly tight, but he has never had

reason to grudge it for such a purpose.

Production at G. W. Hall & Co. varies widely in

character — ranging from business stationery for

local shops and offices to book and magazine work

for such exacting clients as the South Pacific Com-

mission. All are set on ‘Monotype’ machines, and

the manager points with justifiable pride to such

complex publications as Gorden’s Air Guide and the

N.R.M.A. Hotel Guide among the works that are set,

printed and bound wholly within his establishment.

Creative design has been taken seriously by the

firm as a service to even the smallest customers.

Situated as it is north of Sydney harbour and beyond
the city proper, the house is in great demand for

local printing work, and this includes numbers of

II
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school magazines. Alex Lennox has developed a

special attitude towards school magazines. “‘Gener-

ally speaking,” he says, “these publications illu-

strate how nor to tackle a printing job; and wherever

Iam permitted, I endeavour to improve their design
and layout. Fortunately, this can be done very sim-

ply, by first of all introducing some of the better and

more appropriate ‘Monotype’ faces. The difference

has been noted, even by laymen.”
With this background of successful industrial

adventure it is not particularly surprising that Alex

Lennox of G. W. Hall & Co. was the first Austra-

lian not simply to perceive in theory, but to reach

out and grasp, the opportunities opened up by film-

setting. And as ‘Monotype’ machines had but

strengthened his clear convictions as to the import-
ance of quality-value and wide range in composi-

tion, it is not at all surprising that he chose a

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter to carry those advantages
forward into the new world of film.

Little over a year ago, a ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter

was installed alongside his ‘Monotype’ Keyboard,
and Alex Lennox was in the filmsetting business.

... But of course it was not quite as simple as

that. He had indeed crossed the threshold, into

what was to prove a most successful and profitable
adventure. But what he was facing at the start was

something very new, to which the precedents and

experiences of a general printing house provided
no easy and automatic guide. The arrival and in-

stallation of Australia’s first ‘Monophoto’ Film-

setter was an exciting moment; but that early-bird
had not brought with it any such ample help in

the way of instructional manuals, training facilities

and long-experienced advice as can be counted

upon in the installation of any machine that is

firmly established and widely used. A certain amount

of experimental work was inevitable before smooth

commercial work could be expected.
With his sound technical background and his

boundless enthusiasm, Lennox was able to make

the fullest use of the assistance given by The Mono-

type Corporation of Australia Pty. Ltd., in setting

up the Filmsetter and seeing it through its “run-

ning-in” period. It was a highly informative and

valuable experience in which all concerned learned

a great deal about the refinements of the machine

and its extraordinary scope.

The problems of make-up had to be worked out

experimentally with the dogged courage of the pion-

eer, thousands of miles away from that centre in

Salfords where film-handling methods were still

being evolved and tested. But it has always taken

courage to be the first in any field, and here in

Sydney — as even earlier in Pretoria and Johannes-

burg — creative ingenuity made up for what was

then lacking in the way of ready-made, time-tested

guidance in “handling” techniques.

nmmmm
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The Filmsetter at Photype Composition Pty. Ltd. Alex Lennox,

general manager, (rear left), with one of his assistants. a

fia)

Lennox is certainly in the filmsetting fovinesl
today. He has formed a second company specifically=
for that purpose, and Photype Composition Pty. Ltd.

is rapidly becoming a force in the printing and pub- Ee
lishing world of Sydney. Its latest achievement is a

full-scale book bearing the imprint of Australia’s Ee
largest book publishers. Other successful products
have been a cookery book, several children’s books, =
guide books (including tourist maps), instruction

a

books issued by educational authorities, and a large =
number of advertising booklets.

4

Recently,th
p

hast dontheset-

ting by ‘Monophoto’ machine of the text of No.3 of
7

MONOTYPE IN AUSTRALIA, the handsomely-designedgs
illustrated house journal of The Monotype Corpora-
tion of Australia Pty. Ltd. It was the first newspaper g
to be filmset in Australia. It was printed letterpress

~

from plates made on a ‘Lithotex’ Powderless Etcher. =

(The illustration on the previous page is reduced from
=

the 144” x 10” actual size.) E
Now completely at grips with his new machine

and its operation, Alex Lennox is positively exultant —

about its possibilities. Asked what particular type of =

work he considered it was “best suited for”, he

swept aside the implication in that question that its ™

profitable fields might be limited. For his conden
reply was: “This ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter is good ™

for anything and twice as good for most. There ise
now no printing job in the calendar on which we™

would hesitate to quote!”’ =

th

on



STOP PRESS

““BY-PASSING GUTENBERG” IN KARACHI (pages 13 and 14)
A specimen of ‘Monophoto’ Urdu Series 549, in which the daily

newspaperfang is to be filmset, is shown below.

The same matrices that were used to set the first line in 24 didot

were used to set the last four lines in 12 didot.
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A section

ehJANG
and-written by
rent scribes.

*‘By-passing Gutenberg”’

In many countries of the world today, examples of

filmset printed matter are being spread out on the

desk for critical comparison with similar items pro-

duced with metal type. Economy apart, how has the

“look” of the thing been affected by the change ?
In the western world, among the latin-script

users, the answer varies as much as “metal type”
itself varies in quality. If the older example was

set in used-and-re-used foundry type, the print
will look pitiful alongside the even quality of the

filmset job. If it was printed from formes mechani-

cally composed so long ago, and so worn down by
successive reprints, as to make the phrase ‘‘hot

metal” sound singularly inappropriate, then the

beholder will turn to its filmset successor with

relief and enthusiasm. In such contrasts he per-

ceives, perhaps for the first time, that ‘Monophoto’

in Karachi

Filmsetters are destined to bring about a striking
improvement in the appearance of many pieces of

printed matter.

But it is in other countries of the world, where the

scripts used are far more intricate and fluent than

the latin, that the Filmsetter is finding its most

spectacular opportunity to work improvement in

the “look” of print while it is reducing the time

and cost of the production. At the Javed Press in

Karachi, the daily newspaper Jang — the leading
Urdu newspaper, and the one with the largest cir-

culation of any vernacular newspaper in Pakistan —

is soon going to be set on a ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter,
in the elegant and brilliant ‘Monophoto’ Urdu Ser-

ies 549. What “film” supersedes, in this historic

instance, is not type of any kind, good or bad,
foundry or machine: it is calligraphy. Hitherto it

%
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

has been the universal practice for Urdu newspapers

to be hand-written by professional scribes, column

by column, and printed by “direct litho”. No two

calligraphers ever write in precisely the same style,
however sedulously they try to achieve uniformity ;
and with twenty or thirty of them at work on the

same newspaper, the printed result is bound to

show such variations from one column to another as

are perceptible in the same-size fragment shown

~ 8 Ago & 9S peo. 2 im 99)! Sobsige

ee Urdu
Series 5

Shortedae JIS goA ZX958 ve Voge

AZo ble ie od aed at SS
yee dele ry gbol-& SFS dhe

= A dot dlaxtel Ged=GISLAKIS oS

on p.13. Corrections are of course extremely diffi-

cult to make, so it is common practice for them to

be inserted as footnotes at the bottom of the page.

Similarly, since a direct transfer process is nor-

mally used, it is very difficult to use the halftone

process for illustrations. The usual procedure is to

have an artist sketch a likeness of those personali-
ties most in the news, direct, in reverse, on to the

transfer sheet.

An additional problem is that there is a con-

siderable basic dissimilarity between the calli-

graphed style of writing Urdu and that of Urdu

type. The difference is analogous.to that between

English hand-written script and roman characters.

The calligraphed style known as “Nastiliq”’ is al-

most impossible to reproduce adequately in type

because Urdu, based on the Arabic script, has four

forms for each letter. One form is used when the

letter stands on its own, without connection to any

other character. Another, “initial”, form is used

when the character is to be joined to another letter

falling at its left (Urdu, in common with Arabic,

being read from right to left). There is also a

“medial” form used when the character is to be

joined to other letters on both sides, and a “‘final”’

form for when the character is to be the last (left
hand) character of a group, joined to a character

on its right.
In the Arabic style, these combinations of char-

acters are written more or less horizontally and

there is therefore no great difficulty in reproducing
them in type, but in the ‘“‘Nastiliq” based on the

ancient Persian design, the groups of characters

are written in a descending direction, from right
to left, in a series of steps. ‘“‘Nastiliq”, in fact,
means steps. Hence to reproduce this form of

script exactly in type it would be necessary to

produce three or four different alignments of each

intermediate character — a multiplicity of matrices

beyond the-powers of any composing machine today.
It was therefore necessary to use the Arabic,

horizontal, form of design for Urdu and its related

languages, despite the fact that the ordinary man in

the street in this part of the world is accustomed to

reading newspapers and books in the ‘“Nastiliq’”

script. _Fortunatelythe Govermentof ee
new style are far outweighed ‘bythe benefits of
using type (as against calligraphy); and, slowly, the

new style of printing is making headway in Pakistan.

A very large number of books, Government publi-
cations and other works have already been set in

‘Monotype’ Urdu Series 507 (a film version of

which is shown on this page) and 549, and the pro-

portion so produced increases year by year.

Newspaper proprietors, however, have hitherto

been reluctant to adopt this style — understand-

ably, since the average newspaper reader resents

any radical change in the look of his paper. One

attempt, about ten years ago, to go over to type

had ended disastrously ; the method of composition
used sorely handicapped the design of the face, and

the reaction of readers was such that the produc- £
tion of the paper was suspended for good after about

a week. That was a major set-back to the adoption of F&
letterpress for Urdu newspaper composition; and it

says a great deal for the determination of Mr. Khaleel- e&
ur-Rahman, the Editor and Managing Director of

Jang, that he has been willing to take the risk —

even with the immense advantage of being able, in

this case, to use a face that has become familiar to EE
book readers, and one that need fear no criticism

on aesthetic grounds.
Jang has, in fact, included a folio of type-set

matter, composed in ‘Monotype’ Urdu 507, in many

of its editions over the past two years, with the

object of getting its reading public used to the new =
style of printing. This has been increasingly appreci-
ated by the readers of Yang, and every encourage- FE
ment has been given by officials of the Pakistan

Government, including its President, Field Marshal Ee
Mahomed Ayub Khan.

The new film matrices for ‘Monophoto’ Urdu £&
549, with its related Bold 649, are on their way to

Pakistan. When they arrive, the ceremony of inau- £
gurating the momentous change — from the scribe’s

pen direct to filmsetting, by-passing Gutenberg’s E
invention of metal type — will be honoured by the

presence of distinguished guests. Copies of Jang EE
in its old and new dresses will be covetously
awaited by those who collect “‘befores and afters”

of restyling; and they are bound to serve as

dramatic illustrations of what ‘Monophoto’ Film- &
setters can do internationally, to raise typographic
standards.
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The design of faces for

‘Monophoto’ Film Matrices

An Introductory Note to the First Showing (on thesollonmspages)
of the Repertory of Series now available

The 39 Series of faces that are already (May 1961)
available as individual film matrices for ‘Mono-

photo’ machines are shown in this section, and a

further 44 Series are announced as in active prep-

aration. Official specimen sheets will be issued in

due course.

So far, only one Series (‘Monophoto’ Bembo 270)
exists in three differently- Coed sets of mat-

rices — that is, wi set in which the letters

are specially proportioned = optical consistency
in sizes from 14 to 24 point, as well as with a

“B” set, designed with special reference to the

normal text sizes 8 to 12 point, and an “A” set in

which the proportions and detail of the letters are

so adjusted as to preserve the harmony of the

design in 6 and 7 point while enhancing legibility-
for-size.

On the recto page overleaf, ‘Monophoto’ Bembo

is shown in a sufficient range of sizes to give the

expert eye a chance to see how its letters have

been reproportioned for each main size-group; and

on the verso facing page there are opportunities
to compare the effects of using different sets o:

matrices not specifically designed for those size-

groups. This is possibly the first time that such

data have been provided for those who are finding
it mecessary to argue-out the aesthetics of face-

design for film.

We appreciate that some of our customers are

making use of one set of matrices and by adjusting
set sizes are obtaining results more acceptable than

those shown on page 16. Whilst accepting this fact,
we would still prefer customers to make use of the

correct set of matrices and it is for this reason we

show how a face such as Bembo can be distorted

by the use of an incorrect set of matrices.

The rest of the faces shown in this First Speci-
men have been deliberately put to the harshest

possible test, that of an abrupt descent from 24

point to 10 point without any change of film

matrices. The results should be reassuring to those

who have been tempted to condemn filmsetting on

aesthetic grounds without sufficient sight of the

evidence.

All typographic experts will be interested to

learn that M. Adrian Frutiger, the designer of the

already famous ‘‘Univers”’, is now at work upon a

‘Monophoto’ Series which has been specifically
designed for filmsetting.

Copyfitting calculations are now available for

all existing ‘Monophoto’ faces in all their possible
sizes, and this information has been included,

along with that for ‘Monotype’ faces, in the

latest edition of the manual Scientific Copyfitting.
As there is a variation between the set sizes of

‘Monotype’ and ‘Monophoto’ faces, amateur lay-
out men may have to be warned never to depend
upon their familiar ‘Monotype’ specimen sheets,

tracing sheets or copy-calculations for aid in

making even the roughest visualizations or cast-

offs for filmsetting on ‘Monophoto’ machines.

The specimens shown here have all been de-

veloped to the same point on the “grey scale’’, and

all therefore show the effect of that particular de-

gree of opacity, as well as the effect of one partic-
ular process, offset lithography. It would need a

fairly stout loose-leaf portfolio to show all the

variations possible with any one face, in all its

print-sizes, printed by the three different processes,

and with such slight but perceptible intensifications

or lightenings of “colour”, as can be deliberately
produced according to the time allowed for de-

veloping the image on the film. But from these brief

showings it will at least be evident that a fair range

of designs already exists, and that the wide size-

range opened up bya single set of film matrices has

been achieved without any po departure
from the standards set by the “parent”’ designs.

The Trade has sensibly demanded equivalents
in film of the world-famous ‘Monotype’ faces, just
as it was sensibly demanding, at the beginning of

this century, equivalents in hot metal composition
for the standard foundry faces of that epoch. In

any period of technical transition, “recognizability”’
is of great practical importance to the innovators,
who will be hearing the stern question “Is this as

good as what we now have ?” long before they hear

any tentative enquiry about new departures. But al-

ready one finds these new film faces being judged
and liked on their own merits, without point-for-
point reference to their metal “‘parents”’; and it is

from that unprejudiced point of view that the pub-
lic for filmsetting will eventually be looking out for

new designs specially created for the Filmsetter.

15
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E

Here, instead of using the ‘C’ set of film matrices =

apt(B) as designed for 14 to 24 point sizes ofe

9

¢ 3 , Ee
22 pt. (‘B?) Monophoto’ BEMBO Series 270, we have

=
used the “B’ set. Compare the effects.

_
—

*

¢ s - E
20 pt. (‘B’) These lines from ‘B’ matrices

a

E

18 pt. (‘B’) naturally look larger than <

E

16 pt. (‘B’) those in the examples opposite. =

=

14 pt. (‘B’) Here for purposes of comparison we show the effect of using the ‘B’ set

of film matrices (designed for sizes 8 to 12 point) to set lines E
in FOURTEEN point — instead of using the ‘C’ set. Compare
with ‘C’ set lines on facing page. Note that both these four- ©
teen point examples are set without extra interlinear space. a

=e
=

Here for purposes of comparison we show how TWELVE point lines would look, —_

if instead of using the “B’ set of matrices designed for the 8 to 12 &

point sizes, you were to use the ‘C’ set which was designed for
use in larger sizes.

AND HERE for purposes of comparison we show _ And this is how a footnote in six point would loo!
the effect of using the

‘B’

(8 to 12 point) set of film __instead of hi

matrices in composing SEVEN point. (es opposite) you we

proportioned for nor

yk if

ices,TAPP
Ap
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‘Monophoto’BEMBO Series 270: for which there are

24 pt. (‘C’)

22 pt. (CC?)

20 pt. ((C’)

18 pt. ((C’)

16 pt. (‘C’)

14 pt. (‘C’)

three sets of size-range film matrices. The

settings, down to the double cross-rule, use the

‘C’ set of matrices (designedfor sizes from 14

point up to 24 point). Roman and italic u. and L.c.,
and SMALL CAPs can be combined with Bold 428.

This eighteenpoint size was producedusing the “C’ set of

film matrices as used for the larger sizes shown above.

This sixteen point size was producedwith the same ‘C’ set of film

matrices as was used for the 24, 22, 20, 18 and 14 point sizes.

Here you see the fourteen point size of ‘Monophoto’ Bembo Series 270.

For purposes of comparison we are showingon the opposite
page the effect of using the ‘B’ set for sizes larger than those

for which it was designed,and of using the “C’ set for sizes

below this 14 point, which is the smallest of the sizes for

which these characters here were specificallyproportioned.

THE ‘B’ SET OF FILM MATRICES FOR ‘MONOPHOTO’ BEMBO SERIES NO. 270

IS FOR FILMSETTING IN SIZES FROM 8 TO 12 POINT.

Here you see the largest of the sizes for which the —_Here is the Nine point, using
‘B’ set of ‘Monophoto’ BEMBO 270 film matrices ieaimsultoe

of ‘Monophoto’
was designed. This is TWELVE point, set without

lemibo, 270s. mamaliices:

interlinear spacing to a measure of 20 picas.
And the same ‘B’ set was used for this

filmsetting in EIGHT point.
Here is the ELEVEN point size of ‘Monophoto’ Bembo,
using the same ‘B’ set of film matrices designed for the —aBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV

eight to twelve point range of type sizes. WXYZ & BE

abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyzaece
2 .

‘ 7 AAlihfA
A swift adjustmentof a MonopPHoToFilmsetterenables ‘ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVthe same ‘B’ set of film matrices to produce this TEN point WXYZGEE

of ‘Monophoto’ Bembo Series 270. abcdefghijklmnopgrstuvwxyzecefiffififl

THE ‘A’ SET OF ‘MONOPHOTO’ FILM MATRICES FOR BEMBO 270 IS CORRECTLY PROPORTIONED FOR 6 AND 7 POINT:

Here is a specimen of ‘Monophoto’ Bembo 270 in which ‘he same ‘A’ set has here been used to set these lines in six point.

the ‘A’ set of film matrices has been used to produce these ‘Thesetwo smallest sizes have special need to be reproportioned for

lines in SEVEN point. The related Bold is Series 428. optical consistency.

17
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‘Monophoto’ BASKERVILLE Ser. 169, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here
for thisparagraphin TEN Pornt. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 Port

HE ‘A?SET Ov Ma

Her Recumen OOSeL oy etthe
Fe pointes ae uiced ithathie “Avnet oF
matrices which can also be

usedfor7 pt.
The related Boldis Series31

‘Monophoto’ BEMBO Series 270, see pages 16 and 17. The related Bold is Series 428

‘Monophoto’ BODONI Series 135, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for coSperagraphs
in TEN POINT. This same

‘B’ of film matrices can be used for

eatssize from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE

7 AND6POINT
SIZES , USE

MATRICE:

Here is a

a

apeamiedof Series 135 in the

six point size, produced with the ‘A’

set
of

Jaaieioha high,gan alle alee for 7pt.

The 260.ated Boldis Series

‘Monophoto? EHRHARDT Series 453, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

i cies§ paragraph
i

in TEN POINT. This same

Im matrices can be used for

a size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

THE ‘A’SET OF MATRICES

Here is a specimen of Series 453 in the

six pointsize,produced with the ‘A’ set of
matrices which can also be used for 7 pt.
‘The related Boldis Series 373.

‘Monophoto? GARAMOND Series 156, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for

eeaap aph in TEN POINT. This same

‘B’ atrices can be used for

iesize:from8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE,

‘THE ‘A’ SET OF MATRICES

Here is a specimen of Series 156 in the
ea polekaie pial wih

eA
ect

matrices which can also beusedfor7 pt.
The related Boldis Series 201.

‘Monophoto’GARAMOND Italic Series 174, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

Jor this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B? set of film matrices can be used for
any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES,

USETHE'A’ SET OFMATRICE.
Here is a specimen ofSeries

174
in the

ssise point size, produced with the “A’ set of
matrices which can also be used for 7 pt.



‘Monophoto’ GILL SANS Light 362, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B' set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

THE ‘A’ SET OF MATRICES.

Here is a specimen of Series 362 in the

six point size, produced with the

‘A’
set of

matrices which can also be used for 7 pt.
The related Boldis Series 2

‘Monophoto’ GILL SANS Series 262, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

THE ‘A’ SET OF MATRICES

Here is a specimen of Series 262 in

sixpoine size, produced with the ‘A’ le
fatrices which can also be used for 7 pt.

Therelated Bold is Series 275.

‘Monophoto’ GILL SANS Bold 275, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 pointabove were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

tl

ix point size, produced siathe ‘A’ set of

matriceswhich can also be used for 7 pt.

*‘Monophoto?’ Gill Sans Ex. Bold 321, 24
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

, THE‘A’
SET OF MATRICES

He specimen of Series 321 in the

sixPoint:size, producedwith the “A? set of

matrices which can also be used for7 pt.

‘Monophoto’ GILL SANS Bold Condensed 343, 24

The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7AND.6 POINT SIZES, USE

BredaBecee ak can ‘also
b

be used for 7 pt.

Ce
eee
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‘Monophoto’ GROTESQUE LIGHT 726, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set

7 the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B' set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE7AND6 POINT SIZES, USE

‘A’SET OF MATRICES
Sree. ane men of Series 126 in the

a
pointsize, produced with the “A set

olmatrices which can also be used for 7

The related Bold is Series 21

‘Monophoto’ GROTESQUE Series 275, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set
the line in 24 point abovewere used here
for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR ue 7BONDERONTSIStee
USE

Hei aiapacinienaf SeriesBisin the
Se pointsize,producedwiththe

A’

setofmatrices which can alsg
beusedfor7 p

Therelated Boldis Seri

‘Monophoto’ GROTESQUE Bold 216, 24
The same matrices that were used to set
the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE
THE ‘A’ SET OF MATRICES.

Hereis a specimen of

Series216in the

ix point size, produced withtl
* setofHAUToee MEIER cam alzoebenticedtor pt.

mihmtmtmmmimim
mm

mmmma

mM

Mom

I")

=

=
6 ) '

Monophoto’GROTesqueLt. Condensed Ser. 274, 24 point e

Th t that d to set
=

theInetDepotabovewereaedhor ce ae a =

forthis paragraph in ten point.This same tesstun nT aH
’

set of film matrices can be used for matriceswhichcanalsobeggedforTo =

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

=

5

:
6 5 z -

Monophoto’ HEADLINE BOLD Series 595, 24 pt. é

The same matrices that were used to set wn

the line in 24 point above were used here He Ee er atee
wee i

forthisparagrankintenpointTigame | epee eet .

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.
=

=

rn

W



The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in TEN POINT. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

‘Monophoto’ IMPRINT Series 1o1, 24 point
FOR THE 7AND 6 POINT Sizes, USE

HE ‘A’ SET OF MATRICES

Here is a specimen of Series rox in

thee ‘A’ si

The eelatedBoldi
is Series qro.

The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

vepnparasraeh
im TEN POINT. This same

f film matrices can be used for

7sizeSikom8 up to 22 and 24 point.

‘Monophoto’ OLD STYLE Sertes 2, 24 point
FOR THE Z:AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

THE ‘A’ SET OF MATRICES

Hereisa, specimen
of Series 2, inthe

pointsize,produced with the

‘A’oamatriceswhichcan also be used for7 pt.
The related Bold is Series 344.

The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in TEN POINT. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point

‘Monophoto’ PLANTIN Series 110, 24 point
FOR THE 7 AND6 POINT SIZES, USE

THE ‘A’Hee
Orn

ICEHere is a specimen of Seriries

six Solaesize,Seance theA serDS
matrices which can also be

ued
for 7 pt.

The related Boldis Series 19.

The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here
for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

‘Monophoto’ ROCKWELL LIGHT 390, 24 pt.
FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

THE 'A' SET OF MATRICES

Here
is @ specimen of Series 200 in the

ixpoint size, produced with the ‘A’ set of

Giarive WHICHsnenlss he Sedo TIDE
The related Bold is Series 391.

The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here

for this paragraph in ten point. This same

‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

‘Monophoto’ ROCKWELL Series 371, 24 pt.
FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

‘A’ SET OF MATRICE:

The related Bold is Series 391

OWN
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

‘Monophoto’ ROCKWELL Bold 391, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set

i i i

FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USEthe line in 24 point above were used here
fe ei ay EO nice

for this paragraph in ten point. This same Here is specimen ofSeries391 in the
six it °s ducer ith the ‘A’ set of‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for orepaintsize:producedwiththeEse! ce

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

‘“Monophoto’ TIMES New Roman 327, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set

: . : FOR THE 7 AND 6 POINT SIZES, USE

the line in 24 point above were used here
[THE

‘A’ SET OF MATRICES

for this paragraph in TEN POINT. This same MecaiSoeTeche Theene
‘B’ set of film matrices can be used for hatte Whichiean also be UsbL.d0F 7 BE

. é The related Bold is Series 334.

any size from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

*Monophoto’ TIMES Semi-Bold 421, 24 pt.
The same matrices that were used to set

the line in 24 point above were used here FOR

THE7AND6POINTSIZE8/USE

onaeparagraph
in TEN POINT. This same Here is “‘specimenof Series 421 in the

sixpoint size, produced with the ‘A’ set of
Im matrices can be used for matrices whichcan also beused for 7 pt.i ae from 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

_ ‘Monophoto’ TIMES Light Caps 727, 24 point
The same matrices that were used to

athe line in 24 point above were used her HOSE ENDOROINTisiZEe,USE

for
fisparser|

in ten point. This caine Here!ia

eet
of Series727in

the*B’ Im matrices can be used for fatieeeGite Gomaiedte Une Tort

any eae
=

or 8 up to 22 and 24 point.

MPrAnnrrAhmehmmh
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And still they come...

“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT SERIES 139, 12 POINT (SIZE 1)

“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT SERIES 139, 12 POINT (SIZE 2)

‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT SERIES 139, 12 POINT (SIZE 3)

“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT SERIES 139, 12 POINT (SIZE 4)

‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN BOLD SERIES 141, 12 POINT (SIZE 1)

‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN BOLD SERIES 141, 12 POINT (SIZE 2)

‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN BOLD SERIES 141, 12 POINT (SIZE 3)

*‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN BOLD SERIES 141, 12 POINT (SIZE 4)

‘“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT CONDENSED SERIES 142, 12 POINT (SIZE 1)

*“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT CONDENSED SERIES 142, 12 POINT (SIZE 2)

‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT CONDENSED SERIES 142, 12 POINT (SIZE 3)

“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN LIGHT CONDENSED SERIES 142, 12 POINT (SIZE 4)

“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN CONDENSED SERIES 143, 12 POINT (SIZE 1)

“MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN CONDENSED SERIES 143, 12 POINT (SIZE 2)

‘MONOPHOTO” SPARTAN CONDENSED SERIES 143, 12 POINT (SIZE 3)

‘MONOPHOTO’ SPARTAN CONDENSED SERIES 143, 12 POINT (SIZE 4)

NOTE: 6 point sizes are obtained from ‘A’ set of film matrices; 12, 18 and 24 point from the ‘B’ set.

Since the foregoing pages were printed, matrices

have also become available for the following basic series:

* Arabic Naskh Series 549, 10 to 24 pt. Tonic Series 342, 8 to 24 pt. (See “500 Years” Inset)
* Arabic Naskh Bold Series 649, 10 to 24 pt. Klang Series 593, 14 to 24 pt.

Baskerville Bold (Italic) Series 312, 8 to 24 pt. Plantin Shortened Descenders

Bembo Bold (Italic) Series 428, 8 to 12 pt. Series 110/194, 8 to 24 pt.

Century Series 227, 8 to 24 pt. Plantin Light Series 113, 8 to 24 pt.

Clarendon Series 12, 8 to 24 pt. Porson Greek (Caps and lower case)

Gill Sans (Roman) Series 349, § pt.
Series 1065.8 to:24 pt.

Gill Sans Condensed Series 485, 12 to 24 pt.
Rockwell Condensed Series 414, 12 to 24 pt.

Goudy Modern Series 249, 8 to 24 pt.
Times Bold (Italic) Series 334, 8 to 24 pt.

Imprint Bold (Italic) Series 410, 8 to 24 pt.
Times New Roman (Cyrillic) Series 327, 8 to 24 pt.

Times Bold (Cyrillic) Series 334, 8 to 24 pt.

* Additional characters are available for this fount to make it suitable for the composition of Urdu.
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Arabic in all its glory

Of all the major scripts of the world those within

the “Arabic” group have most to gain from the

coming of the Filmsetter. Not only can an essentially

BSE eo aS a SbeisllyGeeins de

eA4 loys Vg Dee

A specimen of

Monophote’secaytadArabic, Series 589
in 24 and 1

“calligraphic” script be set forth with all the advan-

tages of linked and overlapping characters to its

obvious aesthetic advantage: what is just as striking
to the printer is the economic gain made possible

ot al ets,

Sonar SeseFenn

paps Ripetine hl
sehnlee jaeTaspatleSly gl

Ash fae pets MEEyp
“

eee <a

by a method which involves no ink-spread thicken

ing of the sometimes very small “counters” (en-

a
white of the letters). A size of Arabic whi

be difficult to read in a print from metal type"

E

E

E

E

E

Oe
remains brilliantly clear and legible in filmsetting.
The examples in the illustration below represen:

many very attractive examples of work so compose

by The Offset Press Inc. of Tehran, and equally
interesting examples from the Bank Melli Press of,

Tehran are represented in this issue by a page fromm
a telephone directory.
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Possibilities for filmset Borders and Rules

Though the range of Borders available is not yet large, superimposition gives a

wide variety of designs. Letters, numerals and special sorts can also be used, the

sige varied and the colour reversed.

CPPROWPOD DOD 0%

LQ EX XD TC g g g g g q

CpoetoDt ere OTe
x

SeCP <t ey Hy

LPODMOA EAP MPOASSADOASSASSA  BAVSLO WENSBNSEINSE
QPL LPL PLEO WOR ETENTOORT
DASA AS ASAS ISAS ats SEAL MAES NSESORKBRo KROLRI ELLIS LIF OIPLEL PANE NYE MBE BAASBSB AASBANSLIV LIVLP VL LIVLPL POLI VLBVSSNS ONION ONION ENTITY,SEDeDEDEDEDADEDASEE WESCCOIOOIOIIOOICOIOS
BIAS OARASSASSEASSASSASSASSA BG STENSEN SENDENCRP RIHI BE BRIAELIALIMPLIF LIFERAY SIDINGELSA
SESE SESE SESE ees SOE MESES

SSBAMSACABVGAVGACAS4ARS4ASA DH SETS
O

TENSES

IOBIRVIBVLQL IS)
ASKIS OSKIS OSS CSRS ESKOS,
CEES RES Oe
BRAS ERAS ERAS ERAS BRS
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‘“Monophoto’ Filmsetters

at work around the world

At Monotype House in London, for the three weeks

beginning 17th May, an Exhibition will be held of

books, periodicals and general commercial printing
composed on ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters by printing
houses in many parts of the world. It will be opened
by Mr. Vivian Ridler, The Printer to the University
of Oxford — himself a distinguished “user” of the

Filmsetter, which has been at work for some months

at the OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS (Fig.1). The insets

to this number of the Monotype Recorder will give
some idea of the variety of the work to be exhibited

at Fetter Lane, and the range of processes open to

filmsetting printers. The Corporation acknowledges
with gratitude the generosity of its customers in

providing — in many cases at short notice following
a very recent installation — the “realistic evidence”

of day-by-day successes under competitive condi-

tions which is now for the first time being brought
together for public exhibition.

By no means all of the most recent or most dis-

tant installations will be represented by examples.
But the number that are, will undoubtedly be a

revelation in itself to some visitors. In fact this

Special Number of our journal, and the Exhibition

which accompanies it, may be said to mark the end

of that short and exciting period in which every new

purchaser of the Filmsetter could fairly rank himself

among the Pioneer Users of the machine. That proud
title must be reserved for those who backed their

judgement before the present wealth of confirming
evidence was revealed in this spring of 1961.

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters, which are of course

entirely British-made under British control, were at

work in South Africa, in America, and in France

before they appeared in any plant in the United

Kingdom. In the GOVERNMENT PRINTING & STATION-

ERY DEPARTMENT in Pretoria a Filmsetter has for

more than four years been living up to the high stan-

dards maintained by Mr.S.A.Myburgh, the Govern-

ment Printer, (third from left in Fig.2), and his staff.

Almost four years ago the Editor of this journal,
during a lecture tour in South Africa, was gaily
assured at the KEARTLAND PRESS PTY. LTD. of Johan-
nesburg (Fig.3) that the Monotype Corporation Ltd.

had hardly begun to appreciate the possibilities of

its own invention! In Philadelphia, U.S.A.,

famous composing house of WESTCOTT & THOMSON

INC. were among the first in the world to install a

‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter, and are now operating two

of them. LOGAN SQUARE TYPOGRAPHERS INC. of Chi

cago (whose fine new building was recently Beenea
were also among the earliest users in the days before

“separate matrices”’ were available. So was the great

establishment of CLICHES UNION in Paris, who are

represented by an inset in this number. PHOTOPRINT

PLATES LTD. of Basildon had the first installation in

England and have since repeated their order. Mr.H.

R. Farmer, their Managing Director, contributes

some brisk observations to this number.

Other British users “‘speak for themselves”? be-

tween these covers.Mr.OliverBurridgeof FILMSET

LTD., Crawley d figures

Fig.1Dr. fohn Fell (1625- 1686),ae, Benafisoof the Oxford
DncaersieyPress,looks down with approval while Mr.Vivian Ridler,
The Printer to the University, discusses a ‘Monophoto’
case with Mr.K.Beckley, fenoperator,at fheUniversity Press.
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about the production by film of that giant of novels, __

Tolstoy’s War and Peace, and the inset which he has E

kindly provided shows a remarkable instance of the
@

Filmsetter’s capabilities. B.A.S-PRINTERS LTD. of Over

Wallop, near Stockbridge, have entertainingly but __
practically explained their working methods inthe
eight pages they wrote and produced for this num-__

ber. Mr. Rowley Atterbury contributes a spirited
account of the welcome given to the machine at the

WESTERHAM PRESS LTD. Mr. Anthony Brown 0:

BROWN KNIGHT & TRUSCOTT LTD. (who filmset and
__

printed the text pages of this number) speaks for ut
users in “telling the customer” how to make the

most of what the machine offers them.

The firm of sIVITER SMITH & CO. LTD. of Birming-
__

ham, pioneers in the use of powderless etching, drew|

attention to its recent installation of a ‘Monophoto’ __
Filmsetter in the March 1961 number of the Bish

Printer, in one of the handsome and informative
advertisements which this house has been issuing.

In Glasgow, TYPESETTING SERVICES LTD. are now

undertaking trade filmsetting for a rapidly growing
clientele. From Mr.G.H.Dunmore, Technical Man-

ager, of the celebrated firm of LAMSON PARAGON tm..&
comes assurance that they are ‘“‘very pleased” with

the adaptability of their ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter wk
a highly specialized and intricate problem in com-

position.
The Filmsetter has played its part in one of the

}

most spectacular success stories of the modern print-&

Big
the Government Printing and Stationery Department, ing industry, that of the UNION PROCESS ENGRAVING

Fig.3 Mr. H. Keartland (centre) is Managing Director of the Fig.4 At Filmset Ltd. Crawley: one of the earliest installations in

Keartland Press Pty. Ltd. Johannesburg. the U.K. E
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aaaFig.s The Union Process Engraving Co’s new building in Cape

T

Town.

2

Bhocamrankreproduced by courtesy of.9.N.Hardwick,Cape Town)

& STEREO CO. (1940) PTY., LTD., of Cape Town, which

this year celebrates its 21st anniversary. At the

end of 1945 the staff numbered but 12 and a period
of re-organization was then commenced. Grave dif-

ficulties were met but experience is a great teach-

er and courageous replanning, foresight and hard

team-work made it possible to re-invest nearly
£30,000 in new plant within six years. The 18,000

square feet of the new building (Fig.5) already re-

quires further extensions. Mr. NormanBarrett, gen-

eral manager since 1946 and governing director since

the death of his father, P.N.Barrett, in 1957, be-

lieves that the future should see remarkable develop-
ments in the combination of ‘Monophoto’ Film-

setters and powderless-etched curved plates on rot-

ary letterpress machines. “Success in the printing
trade”’, he says, “will be the prize of those firms who

have a specialized plan for the future, not accepting
the conventional as the inevitable.”

The success of the Filmsetter at PHOTYPE COMPO-

SITION PTY. LTD. of Sydney, described on pp.11 and

12 by Eric Holt, must be partly responsible for the

number of machines now on order for other houses

in Australia; and earlier South African successes

must have helped to confirm the judgement of the

PHOTOGRAPHIC TYPESETTING GUILD PTY. LTD. of

Johannesburg, where a machine is now in full pro-
duction (Fig.9). Certainly the “wholly film” plant
now rising in Trinidad of CARIBBEAN PRINTERS LTD.

owes its equipment with a ‘Monophoto’ machine to

the advice of experienced users in England (see p.10).
Two quite separate houses in Tehran, each large

and prosperous, independently realized the advant-

ages of the Filmsetter for work in the Arabic script
[THE OFFSET PRESS INC. (Fig.6) and BANK MELLI PRESS

6 H.I.M. The Shah

of
Persia inspects the Filmsetter at the

OBSPress Inc., Tehran

29
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lations have been made in Czechoslovakia (SvoBODA
ZAVODI, Prague) and Hungary (ATHENAEUMNYOMD.

Budapest) where a considerable amount of work is Eeprinted by the Photogravure process.

For beauty and grandeur, it will be hard for any

other item to match the illustrated Bible of 1,222
2£

quarto pages that has recently been filmset in ©

point ‘Monophoto’ Times New Roman by the house °&
of H.VEENMAN & ZONEN of Wageningen, Holland. It

will stand among the principal “incunabula”’ of the E
new epoch of film.

Many more names could be mentioned, of firms E
that are even now accepting, or still eagerly await-

Fig.7- Setting the new Telephone Directory in ‘Monophoto’ Iranian ing, delivery of 2 “Monophoto’ Filmsetter. Those E
Series 507 at the Bank Melli Press, Tehran. whom we have mentioned here, including some

whose examples must await the inspection of visi- E

(Fig.7)]; examples of their work, and of that of the tors to the Exhibition, are recorded as the earliest

JAVED PRESS of Karachi, will undoubtedly attract of what promises to be a long and very widespread

special interest at the Exhibition. So will the exam- _ list of users of the machine. The Corporation shared

ples from some celebrated Continental houses, in- with some of these pioneers the anxieties and tri- E

cluding those of IMP. HENRI WAUTERS of Brussels, umphs of the period, in which make-up problems
where two ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetters (Fig.8) handle were not yet so easily solved as they are today in

such a wide range of periodical and general work, _ the light of films and instructional literature derived

and 0. BRANDSTETTER of Wiesbaden, whose distin- from much initial experiment. As in the case of any E

guished use of the machine in catalogue work is new invention, the manufacturers had much to learn

represented here by an inset. The firm of MONosET, from the reports of the men who were risking their

Kastrup, was the first in Denmark to installa Film- judgement in working plants. This wholly film-set

setter and is making important use of it in complex number of the Monotype Recorder is dedicated, in

scientific settings. The world-famous AKADEMIE FUR gratitude and friendship, to those First Users

DAS GRAPHISCHE GEWERBE in Munich now possesses throughout the world whose advice, creative criti-

its ‘Monophoto’ Filmsetter, and its first examples cisms and freely shared experience played such a

are awaited with keen interest. Other recent instal- formative part in the destiny of the Filmsetter. =
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Fig.8 The two Filmsetters at Imp. Henri Wauters, Brussels. Fig.9 At the PhotographicTypesetting Guild Pty. Ltd., Johannes-
ree Mr.L.Upfold is Keyboard and Filmsetter Operator.
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The Monotype Corporation Limited

Pictorial Machinery Limited a subsidiary

The Monotype Corporation Limited Registered Office: 43 Fetter Lane, London £.c.4. Fleet Street 8351

Head Office and Works: Salfords, Redhill, Surrey. Redhill 4641

Pictorial Machinery Limited: Kelvin Way, Manor Royal, Crawley, Sussex. Crawley 1520

BRANCHES

Birmingham Legal and General Buildings,
8 Waterloo Street. Midland 1968
Bristol West India House, 54 Baldwin

oe gee 24452
Dublin 39 Lower Ormond Quay. Dublin

Edinburgh 45 Hanover Street. Caledoniaae
Harrogate 12a-14 West Park. Harrogate 6459
OVERSEAS ADDRESSES

Argentina Wiggins LoreArgentina S.A.,
Maipu 924, Buenos Air

Australia The eine Corporation of Australia Pty.
Limited, 100-14 Chalmers Street, Sydney, N.S.W.;
567 Little BourkeStreet, Melbourne, Victoria

Brazil Companhia Lanston do Brasil S.A

Rua Santos Rodriques 190, Rio de Janeiro
Burma S. Oppenheimer & Company Limited,
550-2 Merchant Street, Rangoon
Canada Monotype Company of Canada Limited,
263 Adelaide Street West, Toronto 1, Ontario

Ceylon The Monotype Corporation Limited,
53 Flower Road, Colombo 7

Chile Se
Markiewitz Munter, Casilla 3aaa,

Santiago
Colombia Miguel Joseph & Cia. Ltda.

(P.O. Box roro) 23 Sh. ‘AbdelKhalek Sarwat, Cairo

Far East The Monotype Corporation (Far East) Limited,

307-9 Marina House, Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong;
Lendrum (Pacific) Limited,

YusenBuilding,20,2-chome Marunouchi,Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo;
Lendrum (Eastern) Limited,
Crosby House, Robinson Road, Singapore;
Wiggins Teape (Malaya) Limited,
73 Ampang Road, Kuala Lumpur, Malaya
India The Monotype Corporation Limited, 8 Mission Row

Extension, Calcutta 1; India House, Opp. G.P.O., Bombay 1;

18 Second Line Beach, Madras 1; Vohra Foie 25 Asaf
Ali Road, New Delhi 1; Medina House, 22

HasteRoad,

Bangalore; 23 Earionstonseae
Allahabad

oe
P. T. Upigr:

DjalanNusantara Tiga : eroRBIBEE113, Djakartaaa Palewco Limited, 20 Hamashbir Street, Tel Aviv

LebanonR.KachanRepresentative),B.P.1119, Beyrouth
New Zealand Morrison & Morrison Limited,
208-10 Madras Street, Christchurch

Pakistan The Monotype CorporationLimited,
13 Mumtaz Street, OffDurandRoad, Lahore; Haji
Building, FJhadomal Rhishal,DasRoad, Off MebeodRoad,
Karachi 1; 8 Purana Paltan, Dacca

Peru Sadolin & Stimman S.A., Apartado No. 159, Lima

South Africa Monotype Machinery (S.A.) Limited,
Monotype House, 58 Siemert Road, New Doornfontein,

ee 84-6 Buitengracht Street, Cape Town

Thai SE

ae ee ranadaamad Bangkokoes States of America Lanston

Ladusty
tries Inc.,

Lanston Monotype Division,Monotype House ‘G’ Street,
below Erie

pee cet pe 34,.Pa 630- 3rd Avenue,
New York 1

:

II50, TransporearionBuilding.,
608 South pS as ee Ciao. Ill.; 1362 Spring Street,

N.W., Atlanta, Ga.; 175 NewMontgomery Street,
San Francisco5, California

Uruguay José Castiglioni (h) S.A.,
Ituzaingo 1533, Montevideo

West Africa The Monotype Corporation Limited,

Monotype House, 60

pacecl Street, Lagos, Nigeria
CONTINENTAL ADDRESSE

Austria L. A. Rode, Piatcnsse22), aeBelgium and Luxembourg The Monotype Marketing
Company Limited, 29 Rue du CEanERA.Brussels IV

Denmark Hugo V. Larsen,
Vester Voldgade 115, Copenhagen V

.

Finland Kirjateollisuusasioimisto Osakeyhtié,
Kalevankatu135Helsinki

France Société Anonyme Monotype,
85 Avenue Denfert-Rochereau, Paris 14e

Germany Setzmaschinen-Fabrik Monotype G.m.b.H.,

Arnsburgerstrasse 68-70, Frankfurt am Main;
Lahnstrasse 10, Berlin-Neukélin

Greece Electrotype Trading and

meCompany
Limited, Kanigos Street 6, Athen.

Holland The Monotype CorporationLimited,

Keizersgracht 142, Amsterdam C

Iceland Snzbjérn Jénsson, 7 Holtsgata, Reykjavik
Italy Agenzia Generale Italiana Macchine Monotype,
Corso Matteotti 19, Turin; Via Labicana 92, someNorway Olaf Gulowsen A.S., Grensen 5-7,

Portugal MonotypePees Lda.,
ua dos Lusiadas 8a, Lisbor

Spain F. Lozano Never,Doctor
Bsquerdo16, Madrid

Fogdeviigen108,Stockholm,Tohono
Switzerland The

HonanteCorporation Limited,
Aarbergergasse 56, Ber:

Turkey Burkhard Gantenbein& Compan
Ich Han No. 2, 23-8 (P.O. Box 176), TeanbileGalata

Ba regarding Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
land, Roumania, U.S.S.R., & Yu,igoslavia,should be

waa to: The MonotypeCorporation Ltd., Salfords,
Redhill, Surrey, England
AGENTS FOR PICTORIAL MACHINERY LIMITED

in addition to those of The Monotype CorporationLimited

Finland Kirjatarvike Oy, Salomonkati 17a, Helsinki

Holland Grafische Machinehandel v.h. P. van Dijk N.V.,
Warmoesstraat 155, Amsterdam C

Italy Intergraf S. , Via Pompeo 2, Milan

Lebanon FonderieTypostaphiqueOrientale,
Avenue de Damas, Building Homsi, Beyrouth
New Zealand T. S. Wilson & Gollin Limited,
154 Durham Street, Christchurch (Powderless etching only)
Norway Oscar Skotvedt Maskin A/S
P.O. Box 56,Kirkegatan 10, Oslo (Powderless etching only)
Philippines Smith Bell & CompanyLimited,

Vretenborsgudgen 14, Stockholm 42

(Powderless etching only
Thailand Half-Tone Trading Company,
P.O. Box 688, Bangkok

The Monotype Corporation Limited is a ay aa

ee of
Trade Mark ‘Lithotex’

and the registered proprietor of Trade Mark ‘Mon PRINTED IN ENGLAND
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